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ABSTRACT 

This study looks at the cultural meaning of the U.S. television show Lost in 

South Korea. Two of the characters in Lost, Jin and Sun, portray a Korean couple. 

Through the first season of Lost, this study examines the portrayal of Korean culture in 

the U.S. production perspective. In the analysis, this study looks through Korean 

culture in the circuit of culture. With textual analysis and in-depth interviews, the 

research focuses on the Korean consumers‟ responses to four moments of the circuit of 

culture: representation, identity, production, and consumption. In addition, this thesis 

examines the value of Lost as a cultural commodity in South Korea.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

When the MacBride Report was released in 1980, there was great concern for the 

growth of the global media economy (UNESCO, 1980). At that time, the United States 

dominated the global market with movies, music, and television programs. While there 

has been the development of individual media systems in different countries, the U.S. 

remains the top producer of media content that continues to be distributed throughout the 

world. From a television programming perspective, the ABC television network program 

Lost is a show where the major characters hail from a variety of different countries. Lost 

consists of plane crash survivors‟ different narratives on the mysterious island. From a 

cultural perspective, Lost provides various ethnic groups with a different cultural 

background. One culture represented in the program is Korean culture. Several episodes 

of the program have provided background stories that have dealt with Korean culture. In 

addition, some scenes show stories based in Korea. In this age of a global media 

communications system, a few large media conglomerates distribute a majority of media 

products. Therefore, through this point of view, it is necessary to examine the cultural 

relevancy of Lost in South Korea and to look through Korean culture as a cultural 
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commodity. Lost provides an opportunity to examine the representation of Korean culture 

within an American media product.  

This study analyzes television texts, with individual interviews, concerning how 

Korean consumers receive their culture shown in the U.S. program. Lost is one of the first 

television shows produced by the U.S. and distributed by the U.S. which deals with the 

Korean language and culture. In addition, Lost is aired in South Korea at almost the same 

time as in the U.S. Therefore, this thesis examines the representation, production, and 

commodification of Korean culture in American television programming at the moment 

of the circuit of culture (du Gay et al., 1997). Specifically, this case study uses in-depth 

interviews with South Korean television production personnel and a textual analysis of 

the first season of Lost to provide a thorough analysis of the production techniques used 

to represent Korean culture within the context of a popular television program.   

Lost in the U.S. and Korean contexts 

Touchstone Television has syndicated Lost to the Korean Broadcasting System 

(KBS) and each episode is aired on the KBS 2 three months later than in the U.S. The 

first episode in Korea aired December 25, 2005, and Lost is broadcast every Saturday at 

12:50 p.m. on KBS 2TV. On KBS, every episode of Lost is televised through a dubbing 
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and editing process that translates the episodes into Korean. Thus, the imported Lost has a 

different production system compared to the U.S. system. As such, this study will discuss 

the system and the meaning of Lost as a commodity through in-depth interviews with the 

KBS production team. A textual analysis examines the representation of Korean culture 

through a Korean marriage relationship between two characters, Jin and Sun. Through the 

textual analysis, Korean culture and Korean language on Lost will thoroughly be 

analyzed from Korean consumers‟ perspectives.   

Lost has maintained popularity in the U.S. and South Korea since its first season. 

The Korean press has become interested in Lost because of the actress Yunjin Kim 

(Actress Yunjin Kim, 2004). She is a famous and a well-known actress with credits in the 

South Korean television and film industries. The Korean press has covered Lost as a part 

of the Hallyu (Korean Wave) phenomenon in the U.S. Hallyu refers to the sudden 

popularity of Korean cultural products in other countries (Kang, 2005). The term Hallyu 

comes from several Korean television dramas that have been exported to other countries 

with success. Therefore, any exported Korean cultural products such as television 

programs, films, or actor/actress that represent Korea are part of the Hallyu phenomenon. 

Korean people have showed a lot of interest in the Korean actress, Yunjin Kim, because 
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she is the first actress who cast on a major U.S. television network show and who 

performs one of the main characters using the Korean language. 

Lost has usually ranked in the top 20 television shows in the Nielsen ratings in 

the U.S. since it premiered (Lost ratings, first season 2004-2005, n.d.). For example, 

during the first season from September to November in 2004, the program attracted 17.5 

million viewers, with 18-49 year-olds (Marc, 2004). However, in Korea, much of the 

interest in Lost is not reflected in its ratings. The ratings of first three episodes of Lost 

were respectively 7.4 percent, 8.5 percent and 5 percent (In, 2005).  

The meaning of audience ratings/shares in South Korea differs from the U.S. In 

South Korea, the ratings/shares of a television program are not used for the buying and 

selling of units of advertising within a program, but used for an audience research. In fact, 

the ratings/shares do not affect the placement of television advertisements. Each 

television advertisement is sold by the time segment. In the same time segment, the 

advertisement is sold for the same price whatever the ratings/shares of programs are. 

Therefore, in South Korea, the price of advertisement in primetime and daytime are sold 

for different prices (Kim, personal communication, August 8, 2007). For Lost, the show 

presented low ratings but all the advertisements were sold out during the first season. 
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Therefore, Lost as a commodity in South Korea is evaluated successfully from the 

economic perspective (Song, personal communication, August 1, 2006).  

Korean Americans in U.S. television 

 Korean Americans have become more visible on the major networks and cable 

channels in the U.S. On Grey’s Anatomy, an ABC primetime drama, Sandra Oh plays the 

character of Christina Yang, one of the surgical interns on the show. During the first 

season, Yang identifies herself as a Korean. One of her friends asked Yang to speak with 

a Chinese patient. Yang said, “I grew up in Beverly Hills. The only Chinese I know is 

from Mr. Chow‟s menu. And I‟m Korean” (Cathy, 2006). On Gilmore Girls, a CW 

drama, Lane Kim, a rock band drummer, and her mother, Mrs. Kim, are Korean 

characters. Bobby Lee is a regular member of the comedy show, MadTV. He plays 

various Asian characters for laughs (Cathy, 2006). In 2006 season of Survivor, two 

Korean Americans have participated and one of them wins the show. On U.S. television, 

through Korean Americans, Korean cultures have been exposed more frequently to the 

U.S. audiences than ever.  

Since 2004, American films and television programs have shown an interest in 

Korean culture (Thussu, 2006). Some Korean films have been released to the U.S. For 
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example, The Host (Korean title as Gwoemul) is released on March 9, 2007 in the U.S. 

The Host ranks 65 out of 100 in its domestic gross and earned about 2 million dollars in 

the U.S. domestic market (Yearly Box Office, 2006). The Lake House is ranked 62 out of 

100 in its domestic gross and earned 52 million dollars (Yearly Box Office, 2007). The 

Lake House is the first Hollywood film, which is the remake of a Korean movie Il Marie. 

The television market in South Korea 

 In South Korea, there are four major television networks: Korean Boradcasting 

System (KBS), Educational Broadcasting System (EBS), Munhwa Broadcasting 

Cooperation (MBC), and Seoul Broadcasting System (SBS). KBS and EBS are public 

broadcasting systems owned by government. KBS has two channels KBS 1 and KBS 2. 

MBC is a commercial broadcasting station owned by the government. SBS is the only 

commercial television company owned by a private owner.  

South Korea has begun television broadcasting in 1956. The first broadcast was 

commercially operated and established by the RCA distributor company (KORCAD). 

KBS and MBC had maintained their first television market partnership since the 1960s. 

South Korea had three major broadcast television networks: KBS 1, KBS 2, and MBC. In 

the beginning of the 1990s, the Korean television market had changed with new 
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competitors, entering the video marketplace such as satellite and cable television 

providers. In 2002, a satellite television system, Sky Life, had made the Korean television 

market more complicated and competitive. As the television market has matured, Korean 

consumers have enjoyed domestic programs and foreign programs as well (South Korea, 

n.d.). 

According to the Korea Press Foundation (2006), the media usage time per day 

for television has decreased about 30 minutes from 1996 to 2006. However, the Internet 

usage time per day has increased about 30 minutes. The total media usage time per day 

has increased from 300 to 305 minutes since 1996. The change of media satisfaction of 

television has increased from 3.17 to 3.49 in a 5-point scale. For Korean audiences, 

television is very friendly (66.6%), important (49.8%), useful (42.1%), interesting 

(67.1%), powerful (60.0%), and necessary (54.4%) medium compared to any other media 

(Number of registered daily newspapers, n.d.).  

Daily average broadcasting hours for the four networks are 1,183 minute for 

KBS1, 1,169 minutes for KBS2, 1,175 minutes for MBC, 1,200 minutes for SBS, and 

1,149 minutes for EBS in 2005. The entertainment program hours are 18.9 minutes for 

KBS1, 36.9 minutes for KBS2, 14.7 minutes for MBC, and 42.7 minutes for SBS. Since 
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2002, the exportation of Korean networks‟ programs have increased dramatically from 

$26,187,000 to $113,736,000. However, the importation of Korean networks‟ programs 

have decreased slowly since 2002. On the cable channels, since 2003, imported programs 

have increased steadily from $2,410,000 to $24,318,000. The exported programs have 

increased constantly since 2001. In addition, the number of households subscribing 

satellite broadcasting has increased continuously since the beginning of service (Number 

of registered daily newspapers, n.d.). 

In summary, television is one of the important and friendly entertainment media 

to Korean consumers. Generally, Korean consumers have satisfied with television. One 

interesting thing from KPF research is that imported programs in networks have 

decreased; otherwise imported programs at cable channels have increased (Balance sheet 

of broadcasters 2005, n.d.). In addition, it seems that the cable channels and a satellite 

television have more Korean consumers rather than major networks.  

U.S. television programs in South Korea 

In South Korea, there is a term called US drama syndrome. It comes from the 

popularity of the U.S. television programs such as CSI (CBS), CSI-Miami (CBS), and 

Prison Break (FOX). These U.S. programs are broadcast on major Korean television 
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networks. Many Korean pop culture columnists have considered the reason for the U.S. 

television programs becoming popular. According to Kim (2007) and Park (2007), U.S. 

television series were booming by 1980s with shows such as The Six Million Dollar Man 

(ABC) and Macgyver (ABC).  

However, the Korean market for U.S. television shows declined when Korean 

television dramas such as First Love (KBS), What is Love (MBC) and Moraesigye (SBS) 

became popular in the 1990s. According to AGB Nielsen Media Research (Top 100 High 

Ratings Korean Dramas in 12 years, 2005), the top three ratings of programs in Korea 

were First Love (1997) as 65.8%, What is Love (1992) as 64.9% and Moraesigye (1995), 

comprised a cumulative ratings of 64.5%.  

Currently, the U.S. television series boom era seems to be coming back (Jang, 

2006). Already numerous U.S. television programs have been shown on major Korean 

networks and on Korean cable systems. CGV and OCN are two of the cable networks 

that air U.S. programs. KBS aired ABC‟s Desperate Housewives‟ first and second 

seasons (Desperate Housewives, n.d.). In addition, KBS aired ABC‟s second season of 

Grey’s Anatomy (Grey‟s Anatomy, n.d.) and the first season of Ugly Betty (Ugly betty, 

n.d.). MBC is broadcasting CSI: Miami‟s (CBS) fourth season followed by CSI (CBS)‟s 
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sixth season (CSI VII, n.d.). SBS airs FOX‟s Prison Break after CBS‟ Numbers (SBS airs, 

2006). CGV airs second the seasons of CBS‟ Criminal Minds, ABC‟s Grey’s Anatomy, 

Lost, and FOX‟s first season of The Inside (Series, n.d.). OCN televises NBC‟s fifth 

season of Law and Order: Criminal intent, FOX‟s second season of House, CBS‟ third 

season of Without a Trace, CSI, CSI: Miami, CSI: NY, and HBO‟s Rome (OCN Series, 

n.d.). All networks broadcast the dubbed version of each program and cable channels air 

original program with Korean subtitles.  

Lost fans in South Korea 

In South Korea, Lost fans have created Internet-based fan cafés. Through these 

fan cafés, fans share information and discuss characters or episodes of Lost. A fan café is 

a term which is used in South Korea that is similar to fan blogs in the U.S. Two of largest 

Lost fan cafes in NAVER and DAUM are organized successfully. NAVER and DAUM 

are one of biggest portal web sites in South Korea. NAVER and DAUM have similar 

systems providing email and café service. Any member of those two portal sites‟ can 

create their own café. The NAVER café entitled Am I Lost is the biggest fan café with 

18,217 members (Am I Lost, 2004). A translator of Lost for KBS and Yunjin Kim‟s 

manager are also members of NAVER café. NAVER café Am I Lost helds events such as 
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field trip to the Lost dubbing center at KBS (Lee, personal communication, August 14, 

2006).  

Lost Adventure is another fan café in the DAUM portal site with 14,563 members 

(Lost adventure, 2005). These fan cafes collect press articles and photos of the program. 

It has similar features such as a bulletin board on Lost‟s official web site. Members of fan 

cafés write or see other member‟s opinion. Through the fan café, Yunjin Kim‟s manager 

and the translator have opportunities to meet Lost fans and also fans can receive news of 

production point of view directly from Yunjin Kim‟s manager and the translator. Park, 

Yunjin Kim‟s manager, updates Yunjin Kim‟s schedule and provides other types of field 

information (Park, personal communication, September 30, 2006). Lee, the translator, has 

shared his English knowledge and helped fans understand the show better (Lee, personal 

communication, August 15, 2006). Sometimes, members suggest their ideas actively to 

KBS production team (Yun, 2005).  

Lost is placed in the weekly Saturday afternoon. Actually, Saturday afternoon is 

not to be the ideal time for the core target audience of young Koreans in the 18 to 34 year 

old age group who primarily watch U.S. television programs. Therefore, the low ratings 

seem due to time schedule. On the KBS Lost web bulletin, there are several comments 
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suggesting to change time schedule. In May 2005, a signature campaign for changing 

Lost‟s schedule from Saturday afternoon to a more suitable time sent to KBS production 

team (Yun, 2005). The campaign held voluntarily by DAUM Internet fan café. Through 

the campaign, 595 fans signed and those opinions were delivered to KBS. Despite of fans‟ 

effort, there was no specific feedback from KBS (Jung, personal communication, August 

14, 2006).   

Justification for the study 

There are several unique factors that justify the scholarly study of the television 

program, Lost. First, it has become a popular prime time television program since its 

premiere in the U.S. and in South Korea. Second, Lost represents Korean culture through 

Korean actors/actresses who use the Korean language on all episodes. The most unique 

aspect of Lost is that the Korean language is used with English subtitles. Finally, Lost has 

been examined by the Korean press because it is the first time that a famous Korean 

actress cast on a U.S. major network. Since its first season, Lost has emphasized the 

Korean culture through the characters Jin and Sun. Although Jin and Sun showed up for 

just 20 seconds in the first pilot episode they received more screen time to tell their story 

as the first season unfolded. The Korean couple started as characters that could not speak 
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English and spoke only Korean. In every scene, when Jin, Sun, and any other Korean 

actors/actresses speak Korean, the English subtitles follow their conversation on the 

bottom of the screen. 

This study is a starting point for considering Korean culture in the U.S. and how 

Korean consumers respond to the representation of Korean culture shown by the U.S. 

television program. From a cultural perspective, this analysis will be valuable when 

trying to understand how the U.S. media portrays the culture of “Others” (Said, 1978), 

non-U.S. culture. Mainly, this study will focus on Korean consumers‟ perspective 

through individual interviews of KBS production team and fan café managers: how U.S. 

media adopt the Korean culture as “Other” culture and how Korean consumers receive 

Korean culture shown as the “Other” culture on Lost. 

The meaning of representation of Korean culture on Lost is about the cultural 

relevancy of Korea in the global marketplace. Through this study, it might suggest what 

Korean culture is, how Korean culture differ from any other Asian culture, and why is 

important to Korean culture to be represented correctly in the U.S. media.  
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the 2000 U.S. Census, 11.9 million people, or 4.2 percent of the U.S. 

population were Asian American, making the group the fourth-largest demographic 

segment in the U. S., following Whites, Hispanics, and African Americans (Lee & Joo, 

2005). Even though the population of Asian Americans is large, most representations of 

Asian Americans in the U.S. media still treat them as a minority group (Fruichi et al., 

2001). While most studies related to ethnic representation have been based on African 

Americans and Hispanics, a few studies have dealt with Asian Americans, especially 

Korean Americans (Shah, 2003; Lay, 1999). The percentage of the Asian American 

population is increasing rapidly in the United States with future population projections to 

be around 16 million (6%) in 2010 and 20 million (8%) in 2020 (Bureau of Census, 

1996). This segment will have a large potential purchasing power in U.S. market. Asian 

Americans have $125 billion in annual purchasing power compared to Hispanics who 

have $200 billion. As such, Asian Americans are getting “big enough to be meaningful to 

U.S. marketers” (Marketing Review, 1994, p. 15).  
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Stereotypes in the media 

Stereotypes in the media have been examined by traditional/empirical 

researchers and critical/cultural scholars. Tan, Li, and Simpson (1986) define social 

stereotypes as “the collection of traits assigned to the members of a category. …[T]he 

stereotype becomes a social norm for describing recognized groups” (p. 810). Gorham 

(1999) is concerned the stereotyped representation in media might affect society 

ideologically. He presents the assumption of stereotypes in psychology as “the repeated 

presentations of social groups in particular ways in the media are partly responsible for 

the effects of how audience members think about people in those groups” (p. 230).  

 In a study examining the violence of television characters find that nonwhite 

characters are depicted as the weak on television shows (Gerbner, 1970). Gerson (1980) 

finds that African Americans and Native Americans are usually portrayed as killers. 

Whites, Asians and Hispanics are shown as being murder victims. During the 1970s and 

1980s, minorities are shown as blue-collar or service jobs than professional or white-

collar jobs. (Gerbner, Gross, & Signorielli, 1985).  
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 “Others” in U.S. television 

In studies about media representation, the “others” have been typically 

underrepresented in television programming. Greenberg and Collette (1997) examine the 

representation of minorities from 1966 to 1992 on major television network shows. 

During a 27-year period, they find there are almost 1,800 new characters. Among them, 

88 percent are white, 10 percent are African American, and less than 1 percent of each is 

Asian, Native American, and Hispanic. Throughout the time frame, “only 12 Asians and 

13 Hispanics could be identified as having major roles, with most of those occurring 

since 1980” (Greenber & Collette, 1997, p. 8). In another study about the portrayal of 

minorities on television, the findings indicate that 16 percent of characters are African 

American followed by Hispanics with 3 percent and Asian Americans at 1 percent 

(Mastro & Greenberg, 2000).  

According to Woodward (1997), already formed stereotypes of the “Others” help 

to provide symbolic descriptions which uphold and settle the policies of controlling the 

“Others.” Dahlgren and Chakrapani (1982) suggest “ways of seeing” (p. 45) the world in 

the television news. People who watch television receive not only the information of facts 

on television but also select topics and the points of views from television. Through 
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television, people watch certain “ways of seeing” (p. 45) the world. This “ways of seeing” 

(p. 45) is applied not only in television news but also different television programs. 

Berger (1972) uses “ways of seeing” that “never look just at one thing; we are always 

looking at the relation between things and ourselves” (Berger, 1972, p. 9). Said (1978) 

explain a similar “ways of seeing” in “Orientalism.”  

In a sense the limitations of Orientalism … the limitations that follow upon 
disregarding, essentializing, denuding the humanity of another culture, people, or 
geographical region. But Orientalism has taken a further step than that: it views 
the Orient as something whose existence is not only displayed but has reminded 
fixed in time and place for the West. So impressive have the descriptive and 
textual successes of Orientalism been that entire periods of the Orient‟s cultural, 
political, and social history are considered mere responses to the West. The West 
is the actor, the Orient a passive reactor. The West is the spectator, the judge and 
jury, of every facet of Oriental behavior. (p. 108-109) 

Moreover, Said (1978) points to the importance of texts because they produce knowledge 

and various realities used to describe the world as well. Said looks those whose 

“knowledge and reality produce a tradition, …a discourse, whose material presence or 

weight, not the originality of a given author, is really responsible for the texts produced 

out of it” (p. 94). For this perspective, texts are not created by themselves but produced 

for specific reasons in society. 

Hall (1980) discusses the role of media to form the concept of race and show the 

meanings of race through media. It means that media affect viewers‟ perception of race 
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negatively or positively. Paek and Shah (2003) define stereotypes as “a set of 

representational practices that are key mechanisms by which one group‟s generalized and 

widely accepted beliefs about the personal attributes of members of another group are 

constructed”(p. 228). Media deliver not only information, but also the value of society. 

Therefore, through media, different societies deliver and form different meanings. 

The portrayal of Asian Americans 

Shah (2003) points out the stereotyped images of Asian Americans in the U.S. 

television and film industries. The typical Asian male is characterized as “Yellow Peril; 

treacherous, sneaky, lecherous” and “Charlie Chan-fortune-cookie dialog, mysterious, 

deferential” (p. 26). Asian females are portrayed as “Dragon Lady; sexual, unattainable, 

treacherous” and “Lotus Blossom; submissive, nurturing, meek” (p. 26). Lay (1999) 

shows the stereotypes of Asian females as “exotic innocents, there for the conquest of 

men” or “evil temptresses, with cruelty as their best feature” (p. 48). According to Lee 

and Joo (2005), Asian women are typically characterized as “passive, exotic, and humble 

or at the other extreme, as oversexualized, treacherous and evil. Asian men, on the other 

hand, are shown as an incompetent, asexual, and supremely wise, or as martial arts 
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experts” (p. 654). It seems that most Asian characters in U.S. media programming have 

created negative stereotypes. 

 Mastro and Stern (2003) discover that Asian Americans appear most commonly 

in advertisements for technology as compared to African American characters that are 

predominately featured in financial services and food advertisements. Latinos appear 

most often in soap/deodorant advertisements, and White characters in technology and 

food advertisements. Asian Americans are shown as “young, passive adults at work in 

technology ads” (p. 645). Those images could strengthen the perception of Asian 

American as workaholics, “ultimately tying self-worth to submissiveness and superior 

achievement” (p. 645).  

The studies of the portrayal of Korean Americans have begun recently. Through 

the portrayal of Korean American in Hollywood films, Korean and Korean Americans 

have become more noticeable over past decades (Kim & Han, 2005). In 2002, Korean 

American Rick Yune and Will Yun Lee played as North Korean villains in the James 

Bond movie Die Another Day. Rander Duk Kim performed the Keymaker in The Matrix 

Reloaded (2003). Karl Yune was cast in Anacondas: The Hunt for the Blood Orchid 

(2004). In 2005 and 2006, Daniel Dae Kim and John Cho were featured in the “Sexiest 
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Men Alive” in People Magazine (People, 2005). Sandra Oh won an award for the best 

performance by an actress in a supporting role in the 2006 Golden Globe Awards 

(Golden globe awards, n.d.).  

The previous roles of Korean actors and actresses in the U.S. are not represented 

in a proper way to their cultural nationalities (Shah, 2003). Shah (2003) explains that the 

television show, All American Girl (ABC), as an example of the portrayal of Korean 

family in U.S. television program. Margaret Cho is the only Korean American cast on the 

show and other actors/actresses are Japanese Americans and Chinese Americans. The 

show brings the issues of the portrayal of Korean Americans in American television 

programming. There are lots of people who welcome or criticize the show. According to 

the critics, the show fails to deliver the producer‟s purpose of portraying a Korean family 

as a typical American family. The show characters are created not for Korean Americans, 

but for Asians. However, the show seems to fail in delivering its purpose (Southgate, 

1994).  

Most US programming has mistaken Korean culture for Japanese or Chinese 

culture. This phenomenon is understandable in the terms of the political and economic 

relations between Japan and China. Since World War II and the Cold War, Japan and 
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China have become important politically and economically around the world. According 

to Said (1978), Americans understand Japanese, Korean, and Indochinese adventures as 

“Oriental” (p. 108).  Said goes on to explain that these phenomenon that widely expand 

based on the U.S. political and economic role in the Near East. It means the images of 

“Oriental” (p. 108) are closely related to U.S. political and economic relationship 

between near eastern countries.  

The political and economic relationship between South Korea and the U.S. 

From a geo-political perspective, the relationship between South Korea and the 

U.S. has been close with the two countries as allies since World War II. From an 

economics perspective, Korean companies such as Samsung, LG, and Hyundai have 

demonstrated solid business positions in several U.S. consumer markets. The Samsung 

hard disk is ranked as one of the 20 most innovative products of the year (The 20 most 

innovative products of the year, 2007). LG and Samsung televisions and/or computer 

LCDs have been ranked as two of the top 10 monitors (Top 10 monitors, 2005). Also LG 

and Samsung are on the top 10 mobile phone manufactures first half of 2006 in 16% and 

15% respectively following by Motorola and Nokia (Gawel, 2006). However, the 

majority of U.S. consumers does not know or recognize those companies as Korean 
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companies. According to a 2007 market research study from Anderson analytics, 53% of 

U.S. students think Nokia is a Japanese brand while 57.8% think Samsung to be a 

Japanese company. The majority of data suggest that Japanese companies have a good 

impression in the U.S. while Korean companies in the U.S. seem to have difficulty 

generating awareness of their Korean origins (Anderson analytics LLC, 2007). 

In summary, most previous academic research of Asian Americans focus on 

stereotypes in the U.S. media. Most Asian Americans studies are Chinese or Japanese. 

There are few studies of the portrayal of Korean Americans. Therefore, this study will 

examine the portrayals of Korean Americans comparing with previous stereotypes in the 

U.S.  
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CHAPTER III 

THEORY 

 Studies related to the representation of ethnic characters in television 

programming have ranged from quantitative counts of the number of and the roles of 

minority characters to qualitative analyses of themes in texts. The unique nature of Lost 

blends not only the portrayal of an individual actor, but also the characterization of an 

entire culture. Cultural studies and literature in the area of political economy can provide 

useful frameworks for exploring the representation and production of Korean culture 

within an American produced television product. 

Cultural studies 

 Cultural studies in the area of mass communications have roots in Marxism. 

Johnson (1987) explains cultural studies with three main premises: culture is connected 

with social relations, it implies power structures, and it displays social differences. He 

suggests the way to study culture as “a whole, and in situ, located, in their material 

context” (p. 50). Williams (1961) conceptualizes the culture in anthropological 

perspective “as a whole way of life” (p. 41). He further conceptualizes the culture in three 

general categories.  
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There is, first, the „ideal,‟ in which culture is a state or process of human 
perfection, in terms of certain absolute or universal values. …[S]econd …is the 
„documentary‟, in which culture is the body of intellectual and imaginative work, 
…human thought and experience are variously recorded. …[T]hird …is the 
„social‟ definition of culture. …[C]ulture is a description of a particular way of 
life, which expresses certain meanings and values not only in art and learning but 
also in institutions and ordinary behaviour. (p. 41) 

Culture represents certain meanings and values of society. Moreover, Fiske (1996) 

defines culture not as “the aesthetic products of the human spirit acting” but as “a way of 

living within an industrial society that encompasses all the meanings of that social 

experience” (p. 115). Cultural studies are the way to analyze the systems and the values 

of our daily lives. Through cultural studies, social values will be examined. 

Hall (1997) asserts that mass media has “colonized the cultural and ideological 

sphere” (p. 340). He insists that the images and the values of society would be provided 

by mass media. In keeping with this perspective, Hall (1982) explains the role of media 

in the society as functional. The media “functioned in line with and strengthened the core 

value system of society” (p. 62). 

No matter what the audiences perceive about the content of television, 

unconscious or consciously, social ideology is present in culture. The television does not 

create new culture or social phenomenon but rather repackages and reforms cultural 

practices and norms. Hall (1997) suggests the function of media - providing diverse split 
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social ideas and reflecting various cultural ideologies. The audience could get other 

cultural perspectives through media so that they might recognize their lives in different 

cultures. Moreover, Hall (1996) explains the cultural studies of media as seeking 

to understand …that the media play a part in the formation, in the constitution, of 
the things that they reflect. It is not there is a world outside, „out there‟, which 
exists free of the discourses of representation. What is „out there‟ is, in part, 
constituted by how it is represented. The reality of race in any society is, to coin 
a phrase, „media-mediated.‟ (p. 340) 

Cultural studies focuses on the way of how individuals understand their culture and 

society by media. It examines the whole society in a microscopic cultural perspective. 

Each individual, social groups or classes will be analyzed how they interact with society.  

du Gay et al. (1997) develop the circuit of culture to examine how cultural processes are 

accomplished in our daily lives. The circuit of culture has five major moments: 

representation, identity, production, consumption and regulation. Representation is the 

first stage of circuit as it is concerned with the construction of meanings through the use 

of sings and language. Therefore, cultural meanings are latent at the moment of 

representation. At the moment of identity, it examines how people find similarities with 

themselves and messages encoded during production. In production, we are concerned 

with understanding how meanings are encoded in messages. Consumption deals with 

what messages mean to consumers. On the final moment of Regulation, it examines how 
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cultural messages affect consumers in their daily lives. Lost will be examined at the 

moments of representation, identity, production, and consumption. The moments of 

production and consumption are considered through the political economy perspective.  

Television texts 

Fiske (1987) explains texts and programs in different way.  

Programs are produced, distributed, and defined by the industry: texts are the 
product of their readers. So a program becomes a text at the moment of reading, 
that is, when its interaction with one of its many audiences activates some of the 
meanings/pleasures that it is capable of provoking. So one program can stimulate 
the production of many texts according to the social conditions of its reception. 
…A text is the site of struggles for meaning that reproduce the conflicts of interest 
beween the producers and consumers of the cultural commodity. A program is 
produced by the industry, a text by its readers. (p. 14) 

Through this perspective, Lost has a different text in the U.S., than it does in South Korea. 

Dow (1996) explains the purpose of studying television texts and asserted text represents 

how the audience thinks and consumes messages in specific time period. By studying the 

moment of representation, Lost shows the current portrayal of Korean Americans and 

Korean culture in the U.S.  

In addition, Fiske (1987) states the defining characteristic of television as its 

polysemy. He explains “[a] program provides a potential of meanings which may be 

realized, or made into actually experienced meanings, by socially situated viewers in the 
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process of reading” (p. 15–16). Hall (2004) looks that television text as the production of 

message. The message is delivered in symbolic form. Once messages are distributed, the 

interpretation process of the messages is re-constructed by the communication circuit (p. 

303). It means that television messages might be interpreted in differently way how that 

message intently „encoded.‟ In the different process of television message, Hall (2004) 

looks the visual sign as: 

a connotative sign…The level of connotation of the visual sign, of its contextual 
reference, or its positioning the various associative fields of meanings, is 
precisely the point where the denoted sign intersects with the deep semantic 
structures of a culture, and takes on an ideological dimension. (p. 306) 

The „encoding‟ messages are produced by television. Otherwise, the „decoding‟ process 

depends on people how they received and interpret the messages. On the process of 

„decoding‟, Hall (1982) mentions,   

media messages were read and coded in terms of the intentions and biases of the 
communicators. …[the message] was held to mirror the intentions of its 
producers in …the means by which the intentions of communicators effectively 
influenced the behavior of individuals receivers. Occasionally, moves were 
announced to make the model of media influence more fully societal. …the 
media were held to be largely reflective or expressive of an achieved consensus. 
…the media largely reinforced those values and norms which had already 
achieved a wide consensual foundation. (p. 61) 

In sum, television texts are a good way to see how individuals and media messages are 

related. Individuals who are exposed to television will receive media messages intently or 
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not. Those messages are not only delivered social ideology, but also reinforced through 

existing social values and norms. Cultural studies provide the part of the framework for 

understanding how South Korean consumers respond to the representation and the 

identity of Korean culture on Lost. In the Korean consumers‟ perspective, Korean 

consumers might respond differently to the U.S. production perspective. This is the way 

to see how the U.S. media present the Korean culture and how Korean Americans 

represent them as Koreans on the show.  

The political economy of communication 

Lost is the one of the examples how U.S. media companies have exported their 

media product to other countries. One television program is now exported as a cultural 

product. Fiske (1987) asserts “programs are stable, fixed entities, produced and soled as 

commodities, and organized by schedulers into distribution packages” (p. 14). Through a 

cultural product, there are terms of producers, distributors, and consumers. Each term 

depends on what product at which market. Mosco (1996) suggests to seeing “audiences 

as consumers of media products, …[including them also as] producers” (p. 26).  

One might argue …that consuemrs produce themselves in the process of 
consumption. Alternatively, one might say that consumers produce the symbolic 
value (or meaning) of media products (or texts) as they consume them. One could 
go on- producers consume resources in the process of production. They also 
distribute by virtue of their reputation as producers. (p. 26)    
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In the cultural commodity perspective, the term consumer is used rather than 

audience. Audience includes more powerless, passive receiver (Fiske, 1987). The purpose 

of this study is the cultural meaning of Lost through Korean consumers; how Korean 

consumers evaluate the representation of Korean culture on Lost. The economic benefits 

are one of the important factors to international media conglomerates. Granham (1979) 

suggests media market in the twentieth century in an economics of communication 

perspective. “The growth of a critical political economy was built in part on an effort to 

understand this process critically, i.e., to connect mass marketing to wider economic and 

social processes and to criticize them from a range of humanistic values” (p. 12). He 

proposes political economy as understanding “the structure of our culture, its production, 

consumption and reproduction and of the role of the mass media in that process” (p. 22). 

 Mosco (1996) defines political economy as a “concrete concern with the 

production, distribution, and consumption of resources to the more general interest in the 

processes of control and survival in social life” (p. 17). For example, Lost has 14 

characters with various nationalities and races. It means that Lost would be attractive to 

those races with different nationalities. South Korea is one of the countries showing 

interest and bought the show. Lost broadcasts on one network and one cable channel in 
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South Korea. Korea has imported Lost not only because of the quality of the program, but 

also the casting of Korean actress.  

Mosco (1996) describes political economy as “the study of the social relations, 

particularly the power relations, that mutually constitute the production, distribution, and 

consumption of resources” (p. 25). It links with how media products connect with 

producers and consumers. Moreover, Garnham (1996) defines the concept of the cultural 

industry as: 

the production and circulation of symbolic meaning, as a material process of 
production and exchange, part of, and in significant ways determined by, the 
wider economic processes of society with which it shares many common features. 
Thus, … „cultural industries‟ refers to those institutions in our society which 
employ the characteristic modes of production and organization of industrial 
corporations to produce and disseminate symbols in the form of cultural good and 
services, … as commodities. (p. 78) 

Through this perspective, it would help to understand how international media 

conglomerate distribute their cultural products to all over the world, what is the meaning 

of cultural product and how affect global consumers. Therefore, this thesis will analyze 

Lost with following questions 

RQ1: What is the value of Lost as a cultural commodity in South Korea? 

RQ2: How the Korean culture is represented through the Korean couple, Jin and Sun? 
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RQ3: How does Lost stimulate the representation/identity of Korean culture in Korean 

context? 

RQ4: How does Lost motivate the production/consumption in Korean context?  
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CHAPTER IV 

METHODOLOGY 

This thesis explores the research questions grounded in cultural studies and 

reception studies by analyzing a U.S. primetime television program that is imported to 

Korea and dubbed into Korean. This study seeks to understand Korean consumer‟s 

perceptions of Lost, using in-depth interviews and textual analysis through the circuit of 

culture. The moments of representation and identity are examined by textual analysis. 

The in-depth interviews with members of the KBS production team are explored through 

the moment of production and consumption. Interviewing with KBS production team 

explain consumption moment because they consume the show in the process of 

producing the dubbed version of Lost. In addition, for the moment of consumption is 

examined through conversations with fan café. 

Qualitative research 

Denzin and Lincoln (2005) define qualitative research as: 

a situated activity that located the observer in the world. It consists of a set of 
interpretive, material practices that make the world visible. These practices 
transform the world. They turn the world into a series of representations, 
including field notes, interviews, conversations, photographs, recordings, and 
memos to the self. (p. 3) 
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Qualitative research shows close connection between researcher‟s experiences and their 

interests in the research. In qualitative research, researchers describe as tools and the part 

of the research process. Qualitative methods use an inductive approach moving from a 

general topic to a more specific topic. The purpose of this study fits into the paradigm of 

qualitative research. The general topic is the portrayal of Korean culture in the U.S. 

television. More specifically, a major focus of the study is to examine how Jin and Sun 

represent Korean culture, how Korean consumers receive the portrayal of Korean culture 

and what does it mean to Koreans and Korea society.  

Textual analysis 

Based on cultural studies framework, the textual analysis will provide some 

answers to this study‟s research questions. Johnson (1987) argues “text-based studies, 

focusing on the forms of cultural products, have usually concerned the possibilities of a 

transformative cultural practice” (p. 73). This study focuses on how Korean consumers 

perceive their culture in this U.S. television program. Korean culture in Lost might be 

changed and „encoded‟ in U.S. perspective. Hall (1975) defines a textual analysis as 

“more useful in penetrating the latent meaning of a text, and [it] preserves something of 

the complexity of language and connotation” (p. 15). For this study, Lost is examined in 
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close detail in order to understand how Jin and Sun show their cultural identities as 

Koreans on a U.S. produced television show.  

 The first season of Lost is analyzed. It consists of 25 of episodes, or about 1075 

minutes/18 hours of programming. The textual analysis focuses on how Jin and Sun 

presented through analysis of their behavior and conversation. Each episode is viewed at 

least three times. During the first viewing, all 25 episodes are reviewed briefly to 

examine how the Korean couple‟s storyline is developed throughout the first season. 

Second, each episode is analyzed in detail by analyzing Korean couple‟s behavior and 

conversations. During this step, notes are taken about the Korean actors/actresses‟ 

behavior and conversations to see how they act and talk as Koreans. Finally, the two 

main episodes, episode six and episode seventeen, are examined thoroughly; what 

presents the Korean culture and how does it differentiate from other Asian culture. Every 

scene and props is examined how Korean cultures are portrayed on the show.  

In-depth interviews 

 Fontana and Frey (2005) assert that interviewing was a good way to understand 

ourselves as humans. They explain interviewing has been increasingly being used by 

qualitative researchers as “not neutral tools of data gathering but rather active interactions 
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between two (or more) people leading to negotiated, contextually based results” (p. 698). 

Kvale (1996) suggests the purpose of the qualitative research interview as “obtaining 

qualitative descriptions of the life world of the subject with respect to interpretation of 

their meaning” (p. 124). The in-depth interview highlights the interaction between the 

interviewer and participant. The goal of the in-depth interview is to as clearly as possible 

represent the participant‟s thoughts and feelings in an issue.  

 For this study, Kvale‟s (1996) seven stages of the interview process are used as a 

guide: 

1. Thematizing – This is the first stage to frame the interview. Before the 

interview, the main reason and purpose for the interview should be clarified. 

2. Designing – During this step, the interview is designed to get the purpose of 

the study. In addition, the moral implications of study should be considered.  

3. Interviewing – Actual interviews are conducted in the interviewing guide. 

During interviews, researchers should keep in mind what he or she wants 

from the interview. During the moment of interviewing, researcher has to 

consider participants rather in interpersonal relationship.  

4. Transcribing – The interview contents are made into transcripts for the next 
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step.  

5. Analyzing – With developed transcription, researcher decides the proper 

method for analysis. The method has to fit into the purpose of the study.   

6. Verifying – Authorize the generalizability, reliability, and validity from the 

interview analysis.  

7. Reporting – Discuss the findings from the study with the method used how 

those results follows scientific criteria and the ethical aspects. Make those 

discussions as readable. 

All individual interviews are recorded on digital recorder. All interviews are a 

personal one-on-one interview. The interview process begins with making an 

appointment. Before making the interview appointment, an e-mail was sent on July 3, 

2006 to the KBS help desk to find out the producer of Lost. A response e-mail was 

received on July 4, 2006 from KBS with different ways to contact two producers. During 

this process, other interview participants were discovered including the dubbing producer 

of Lost. An interview was scheduled for 5 p.m., August 2, 2006 at the KBS dubbing room. 

The interview of the head producer was scheduled for 2 p.m. in August 1, 2006 at the 

KBS animation/film production office. On e-mail, it explained the purpose of study and 
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the questions that would be asked during interview. The interview questions asked of the 

head producer were focused on how and what makes Lost to be imported. For the 

dubbing producer, the questions were the difficulties of making dubbed version of Lost, 

and how the producer received Korean characters on the show. The interview of the head 

producer took 22 minutes 2 seconds and the interview of the dubbing producer was 16 

minutes 7 seconds.  

Suh, the dubbing producer, introduced the translator of Lost to me so that another 

interview was scheduled. Additional email invitations were sent to the translator and fan 

café managers in DAUM and NAVER respectively. The interview of Jae hoon Jung, the 

DAUM café manager, Jae kang Lee, the translator, and Il kung Uh, the NAVER fan café 

manager, were scheduled in August 14, 15, and 16, 2006 continuously. These three 

interviews were accomplished by telephone. Each interview was conducted in 15 minutes 

11 seconds, 45 minutes 18 seconds, and 16 minutes 21 seconds, respectively. One fan 

café manager, Jung, also sent me back his answers through e-mail. For the fan café 

managers, the questions were focused why they made fan café and what made them as 

Lost fan comparing other U.S. programs. The e-mail information of Jong huk Park, 

Yunjin Kim‟s manager, was obtained by Uh, NAVER fan café manager. The interview of 
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Park was completed in September 30, 2006 by telephone. The interview was 59 minutes 

and 42 seconds. The interview questions were sent by email before interview.  

The total interviews follow in four processes. First, all recorded interviews‟ 

transcriptions are made in Korean. Secondly, when the Korean transcriptions are 

completed, transcriptions are sent to each participant to let them know about their 

response. During the feedback process with the dubbing producer, he introduced one of 

the voice actors who were interested in the interview. Ho sup Won is the voice actor of 

Hurley. Won‟s interview was achieved by email. The interview questions were sent 

October 21, 2006 and the response email was arrived on October 23, 2006. Third, after 

the feedback process, all Korean transcriptions are translated to English. Finally, 

completed English versions of transcriptions are examined with the textual analysis.  
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CHAPTER V 

ANALYSIS 

The analysis of this study followes four moments as identified in the circuit of 

culture. The four moments are representation, identity, production, and consumption. On 

this study, the moments of representation and identity are examined by the textual 

analysis. The two other moments, production and consumption, are analyzed through in-

depth interviews.  

This study analyzes the first season of Lost. The first season consists of 25 

episodes and each episode airs about 40 minutes. The first season is about 14 characters 

and the events that happen on the island. The show also focuses on what happened to 

each character before the plane crash. Each episode shows one of the 14 characters‟ 

experiences through the use of a flashback (Appendix A). The first two episodes 

introduce the 14 characters, focusing mainly on events occurring right after plane crash. 

Episodes six and seventeen focus mainly in Jin and Sun and these two episodes are most 

interest to this study.  

The sixth episode, House of the Rising Sun, focused on Sun‟s story. The 

seventeenth episode, In Translation, is about Jin. The basic premise of Korean couple‟s 

stories focuses on Jin and Sun‟s marriage. The story uses flashbacks to tell the past story 
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of Jin and Sun. Jin and Sun have a trouble getting married because of their different 

social and economic backgrounds. Sun is the only daughter of big car company owner, 

Mr. Paik. Jin is a waiter and the son of a poor fisherman. Jin and Sun‟s story start when 

Jin asks Sun‟s father for permission to marry Sun. Sun‟s father concedes, but only on the 

stipulation that Jin works in his company for a year. As the season progresses, Jin and 

Sun hide their secrets to each other and those secrets come out after plane crash. Jin lies 

to Sun about his father. Jin tells Sun that his father died when he was young but his father 

still alive. Sun‟s secret is that she can speak English. After the plane crash on the 

mysterious island, Jin and Sun‟s secrets become clues for their main story.  

The representation and identity of Jin‟s character 

In the first season, Jin is portrayed as a stereotypical, patriarchal husband; albeit 

one that loves his wife. Sun is the most important person in Jin‟s life. Jin does anything 

that he could do for Sun, even giving up his dream of opening a restaurant and owning 

his own hotel. Jin is a family-oriented character. He places his family as the most priority 

in his life. However, his conversation and behaviors show in opposite way.  

In first episode, Jin says only three sentences. All three sentences have a strong 

tone, using the „must‟ word. For example, Jin said to Sun, “You must not leave my sight 
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follow me wherever I go.” He forces Sun to follow his statement. During a scene where it 

is raining, Jin yells at people who try to get into their place to avoid rain, “No more here, 

look for the other place.” Jin seems to force Sun to behave according to what he says. In 

the second episode, Jin tells Sun to button up her sweater when Michael tries talk to her. 

In the fifth episode, Sun talks to Jin concerning their situation when Sun eavesdrops on 

Jack and Kate‟s conversation of a rescue. When Sun suggests her idea, Jin yells, “We‟ll 

be fine. We don‟t need anyone else. I will tell you what to do.”  

Some problems between Sun and Jin appear when Jin works for Sun‟s father. Jin 

does not tell details to Sun what he does for her father. In seventeenth episode, Jin 

assaults the secretary Han instead of Mr. Paik‟s revenge. Mr. Paik, Sun‟s father, has to 

close his car factory because of the events surrounding Han and wants Jin to do dirty 

things for him. The portrayal of Jin follows a typical Asian American stereotype as 

“workaholic,” “passive,” and “submissive” (Mastro & Stern, 2003, p. 645). Jin‟s 

stereotypical, patriarchal, and bad temper is apparent in his conversations with Sun and 

other characters. 

The beginning of sixth episode starts with fighting between Jin and Michael. Jin 

attacks Michael without trying to figure out what happened to Jin‟s watch. Assuming 
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Michael has stolen the watch, Jin treats Michael as a thief. When Sun asks Jin to let her 

explain the situation to the other characters, Jin ignores Sun‟s suggestion, “How will you 

explain? Your place is by my side. [Just stay with me]. And we will not explain ourselves 

to a thief.” 

Jin acts sensitively if somebody tries to talk or approached to Sun. In fifth 

episode, people are struggling with finding water. A few water bottles are disappeared 

and Jin and Sun are falsely accused of stealing water. Kate and Sayid come to Jin and 

Sun to ask where they got water. When Sayid approaches to Sun to talk, Jin does not 

listen or talk with him but yelled, “Get off of her! Don‟t touch my wife ever!”  

Jin seems to have problems communicating with other people. Jin can not speak 

English and express his opinion in a proper way. In the seventeenth episode, Sun wears a 

particular top, Jin tells Sun as “indecent” or “crazy.” In addition, Jin shows strong doubts 

of the relationship between Sun and Michael and keeps asking Sun what happened with 

Michael.  

 In sum, during the first season, the portrayal of Jin is represented as a family-

oriented patriarchal husband. When Jin gets married to Sun, he turns violent and harsh to 
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Sun. It seems that he tries to protect Sun from any other dangerous situations. However, 

despite his effort, Jin and Sun‟s marriage seem not to be safe or peaceful.  

The consumption of Jin‟s character 

Every participant of the interview complains about Jin. Won suk Suh, the 

dubbing producer, describes Jin as  

a typical patriarchal husband. We‟ve tried to adapt or edit some scenes to fit in 
Korean reality. Jin seems so stereotypically patriarchal that he just gets out from 
ancient era. He does not represent these days‟ a Korean husband at all. Jin 
stereotyped too strong on patriarchal character…(Suh) 

Jae Kang Lee, the translator, explains when he first saw Jin on the show. He says that he 

can not believe Jin‟s character still exists in these days. He adds, “I thought I was on the 

time-machine. …program writer seems that he or she has no idea of Korean culture and 

society. It‟s too stereotypical…On the first season, Jin shows a tyrannical and 

conservative character.” Jae Hoon Jung, the DAUM fan café manager, says that he does 

not like or agree with Jin‟s character. Jung complains Jin as “a 70s patriarchal old-

fashioned husband.” Il kung Uh, the NAVER fan café manager, mentions that members 

of café complain that Jin as a “bad husband.” Won ho Sup, the voice actor for Hurley, 

looks at Jin in two different ways: one as a character and the other as an actor who 

represented a Korean husband. Won mentions that there are a few people who agree with 
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the Jin as a typical Korean husband. Therefore, Won is concerned about U.S. or any other 

foreign viewers who assume Jin is a typical Korean husband. 

 The portrayals of Jin are received to Korean consumers as a patriarchal old-

fashioned husband. Most individual interview participants concern that U.S. or other 

foreign viewers take Jin as a typical Korean husband. It shows how Korean consumers do 

not agree and satisfy with Jin‟s character as a Korean. Korean consumers think that Jin is 

portrayed too stereotypically.  

The representation and identity of Sun‟s character 

Sun follows a typical stereotype of Asian American as a “submissive, nurturing, 

meek” (Shah, 2003) and “passive, exotic, and humble” (Lee & Joo, 2005). Sun shows 

two different personalities; one is passive and submissive and the other is active with 

ambition. The former character is shown before plane crash. Sun does not even try to 

fight to get married with Jin. She seems to have two different feelings to her father. She 

hates and is afraid of her father. Jin asks marriage to Sun‟s father instead of Sun. In 

addition, Sun does not struggle for finding the truth. Sun seems not to fight or argue with 

Jin and give up easily. When she has heard that Jin‟s father is still alive, she tries to ask 

Jin about his father. However, when Jin refuses to tell her details of his father, she 
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decides not to figure out what is wrong but to escape from him. Sun tries to run away 

from Jin and her father when she has trouble with them.  

Before their marriage, Sun asks Jin to run away with her without telling her 

father. Sun is portrayed a naïve and passive housewife. She can not even talk or make an 

eye contact with other people when Jin tells her not to do so. Most of Sun‟s behavior is 

followed not by her own decisions, but by Jin. In the first episode, when Michael 

approaches to Sun, Jin asks her to button up the sweater. Sun looks embarrassed and 

seems to be afraid of looking at Michael.  

Sun‟s image changes when she starts to speak English. In the sixth episode, Sun 

speaks English when Jin is handcuffed. Jin is accused setting fire to the raft. Sun speaks 

English to release Jin. As the season progress, Sun participates in activities with other 

characters and starts to make own decisions. There are two different situations where Sun 

wears a bikini. In seventeenth episode, through the bikini scene, Sun‟s behavior has 

changed. The first time, Sun hardly argues with Jin wearing a bikini. However, later, Sun 

wears a bikini without asking permission from Jin. Park, the manager of Yunjin Kim, 

points out that last scene as a starting point for Sun to express her freedom.  
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During first season, Sun also shows the knowledge of herbs. Sun is passive, and 

naïve housewife except when she has chance to talk about herb. After the plane crash, 

Sun always carries some plants on island. In the fourth episode, Sun uses plants as 

toothpaste. She shows Walt how to use it. In eighth episode, she helps Shannon who 

suffers by asthma using eucalyptus, and to stay calm even Jack couldn‟t help. Finally, in 

thirteenth episode, Sun makes an herb garden in the jungle for aiding food to other 

survivors. 

During the first season, Sun‟s portrayals have changed from passive to active. 

Before plane crash, Sun is a typical passive housewife. She can not do anything without 

Jin‟s permission. Sun never fight or argue with Jin even when she disagrees with him. 

However, Sun‟s character has changed step by step to independent and active role. After 

plane crash, Sun starts to express her opinions to others. As Sun starts to speak English, 

she helps Jin when he has a problem of miscommunication. When Sun sees some sick 

person, she helps people using her herb knowledge. With herb knowledge, Sun provides 

foods to others. All decisions she made after plane crash are not from by Jin but from by 

herself.  
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The consumption of Sun‟s character 

The main comments about Sun from the interviews are that she represents an 

old-fashioned Asian woman. Suh, the dubbing producer, says Sun as an unrealistic 

character.  

Sun is forced into her marriage by following her parent‟s enforcement. Her 
parents decide Sun‟s husband in social economic position. It might give 
impression of Asian parents enforce their children to follow their opinion. I‟m 

really worried about how U.S. media might affect the impression of Korean 
culture.  

Jung, the DAUM fan café manager, points out Sun‟s image and her knowledge of herbs 

as “Orientalism.” He says those images are stereotypes of how foreigners think about 

Asian women. According to Park, Yunjin Kim‟s manager, the stereotypical portrayal of 

Sun and Jin come from very few sources in the U.S. Park says that Lost production team 

have no idea about Korean culture. Park gives some props such as passport, hat, and 

vessels as an example. He says Korean people may think that Korean culture may be 

well-known in the U.S., but as a matter of fact, in the U.S. nobody understand or know 

about Korea or Korean culture.  

 Korean consumers look at Sun as a stereotypical Asian character, not as a 

Korean wife that U.S. production team try to present. In the Korean television consumers‟ 

perspective, Jin and Sun are not portrayed exactly as a Korean husband and wife. They 
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are confused with other Asian cultures. On the show, the U.S. production team creat 

Korean characters that speak Korean but not represent Korean culture.  

The consumption of the portrayal of Korean culture and Korean language 

 Among 25 total episodes of Lost, the sixth and seventeenth episodes highlight 

South Korea. Those two episodes imply flashbacks at South Korea before Jin and Sun get 

on the plane. Therefore, the buildings, streets, and props shown in those episodes are 

supposed to represent South Korea. However, in fact, Korean culture on Lost is confused 

with Chinese or Japanese culture. Some distinguishable settings are Chinese or Japanese 

culture. Unfortunately, some settings are not easy to figure out where they come from. 

Actually, Korean culture is lost on Lost. The portrayals of Korean culture on Lost are 

made understandable through “Orientalism” (Said, 1978). Said considers “Orienatalism” 

as “a form of thought for dealing with the foreign has typically shown the altogether 

regrettable tendency of any knowledge based on such hard-and-fast distinctions as „East‟ 

and „West‟” (p. 46).  

Korean consumers complain that they watch the whole Asian mixing culture not 

representing the Korean culture. Some scenes are edited in the process of dubbing. Suh, 
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is concerned with the effect of the portrayal of Korean culture on Lost. He says still U.S. 

media show Asian culture stereotypically.  

[The portrayal of Asians in U.S. media] might cause some negative impressions 
of Asia. Yet, those portrayals show that U.S. media cannot distinguish Asian 
culture separately. I think, in the U.S., there will be lots of people who can give 
some advices for Korean culture. The writer has to know the difference between 
Korean culture and Japanese or Chinese culture. On Lost, the characters do not 
represent Korean, Japanese nor Chinese culture. Therefore, I am concerned that 
those situations might be regarded as a disparagement of Asia. …Some of scenes 
which debase Asian people or culture are edited out. When Lost was first aired, 
we got several comments and e-mails from viewers. Most people complained 
about the unrealistic portrayal of Korean characters and Korean culture. 

Lee, the translator, states that he feels uncomfortable with the representation of Korean 

culture on Lost. He also points out how Korean culture is confused for Chinese or 

Japanese culture.  

There are so many negative images of Korea. For example, Sun‟s father asked 

Jin to deliver a message. [The message is that] Mr. Paik, Sun‟s father expected 
Jin to kill the secretary because he made Mr. Paik‟s company close. Jin entered 
boldly to the secretary‟s house and beat the secretary in front of his wife and his 
daughter. That was a part of character‟s story, but it seemed awkward. I think the 
writers do not research enough on Korea. …there are lots of abasing statements 
and situations. When Jin worked for a bell-boy at a hotel, he refused to allow a 
boy to enter and use the restroom. …Therefore, I think we need to insist on 
fixing the stereotypes of Korean culture. (Lee) 

 Jung, the DAUM fan café manager, says, “Lost has not shown Korean culture 

properly. …still I wish Korean culture was described correctly...I cannot forget the red 

passport. The red passport is a Chinese passport.” Uh, the NAVER fan café manager 
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mentions that the scenic background of Korea shown looks more like China than it does 

Korea. He says, “I think the production team finds props for a Korean culture but it seems 

they pick wrong ones. For example, red color or dragon features belong to China. I 

wonder if they could do more research on our culture, it might be different.” Park, Yunjin 

Kim‟s manager, explains the difficulties of find Korean props and settings in the U.S. He 

says most episodes are filmed in Oahu Island, Honolulu.  

As a matter of fact, it is hard to find things that represent Korea. In Hawaii, 
actually there are lots of Japanese and some Chinese people, but very few 
Koreans. Therefore, it is … better to find Chinese or Japanese things. …In 
episode six, I figured out the color of the passport when we arrived at the field. 
…a red passport is a Chinese passport. They [the production team] have no idea 
what represent Korean culture…I was surprised when I saw Jin‟s father wore a 
Vietnamese hat. We suggested that hat was not Korean, so that they [the 
production team] removed the hat during episode. …Did you see hotel name in 
the background scene in second season? At the first time, those were all English. 
We asked to translate it into Korean, so that they [production team] translated 
and made it into Korean. ...These were what we try to do our best in our limited 
environment to show Korean culture. 

 Concerning language, the Korean actors/actresses speak Korean on Lost. Korean 

characters on Lost speak Korean improperly because they are Korean Americans who 

have had little exposure to it. One of the bonus features in the Lost DVD, Before They 

Were Lost, Daniel Dae Kim explains his experience of acting Jin. He does not know what 

the whole script is going to be.  
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When we‟ve first got cast, we didn‟t know the full script is gonna be. So, we 
have to lead a faith and accept the job. Trusting J.J. [Abrams] and Damon 
[Lindlof]. The rest of game, it was quite adventure. Especially hard for me, 
because this is the first time I‟ve ever acted in Korean. And, so I have to brush up 
my language sills. I and I haven‟t spoken regularly since high school with my 
parents. It was interesting challenge. (Daniel Dae Kim) 

The Korean on Lost seems to have English translated style Korean. Suh, the dubbing 

producer, is concerned about the first impression of Korean to U.S. viewers.  

Actually, Jin‟s tone of Korean is awful. He has a local dialect with different tone. 
Therefore, his Korean does not show an accurate actual accent and tone. Also he 
pronounces terribly. Maybe most American viewers cannot recognize that he 
speaks the Korean lanugage. Although Korean might be a beautiful and soft 
sound language, he might ruin the first impression of Korean.  

Lee, the translator, also states the conversation of Jin and Sun. He thinks that Yunjin Kim 

may give some advice to writers because Sun and Jin‟s Korean follow English dialect 

style. Jung, the DAUM café manager, points to the sixth episode especially. The 

conversation between Sun and one of lady who helps Sun to escape at the airport shows 

how they use Korean differently, “It is Korean but it has English structure. We don‟t 

usually use „you‟ in front of every sentence like English.”  

During the interview of Yunjin Kim on Before They Were Lost, Yunjin Kim 

acknowledges she takes on the audition for the role of Kate. Yunjin Kim states that 

moment “after audition, J.J. [Abramson] called me say J.J. is going to write a role for you 

and he‟s figuring out who to cast to play your husband. So, in a day or two, they already 
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had new character developing and another character to sort complete Sun‟s character.” 

The character of Sun has created after Yunjin Kim‟s audition. Actually, there was no Sun 

or Korean couple on Lost when it was first developed. Sun and Jin characters have been 

urgently created before program premiered. Therefore, it seems that there is no enough 

time for the Korean couple to be prepared or researched. J.J. Abrams and Damon 

Lindelof have written the story include the Korean couple (Lost, n.d.). The transcription 

of Korean is written in English first and then translated to Korean by a native Korean 

translator. Park states how hard it is to find people who speak Korean in Hawaii. This is 

one of reason that the Korean language on Lost seems awkward to Korean viewers. After 

first season, the production team hire Korean writer, Christina Kim, to help better the 

fluency of the Korean language (Park, personal communication, September 30, 2006).  

 In summary, Korean characters on Lost does not seem to represent Korean 

culture and Korean language accurately. From the Park interview, it seems that finding 

props or people who can explain and understand Korean culture and language in the U.S. 

is difficult to find in the U.S. However, through individual interviews, Korean consumers 

expect that U.S. media will be known Korean culture correctly and may have lots of 

resources of Korean culture.  
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The production and consumption of Lost as a commodity  

 From a political economy perspective, most media programs are considered as 

the part of a commodity in communication. The production of media content is explained 

by the process of commodification. Mosco (1996) defines the commodity as “the 

particular form that products take when their production is principally organized though 

the process of exchange” and the commodification as “the process of transforming use 

values into exchange values” (p. 141).  

Mosco (1996) studies communication in the political economy perspective. 

The general tendency in communication research has been to concentrate on the 
content as commodity status of the content and its meaning. As a result, 
communication is taken to be a special and particularly powerful commodity 
because, in addition to its ability to produce surplus value, it contains symbols 
and images whose meaning helps to shape consciousness. (p.147) 

Moreover, Mosco (1996) insists that the process of commodification implied messages, 

packaging from production organization, into the market place.   

Lost has been imported to South Korea in 2004. A Korean culture is transformed 

onto Lost by the U.S. media. In this study, the images and meanings of the Korean culture 

on Lost are discussed by the Korean production team in the process of commodification. 

Lost also has a commodity value in the process of importation and in the KBS production 

perspective.  
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Including KBS and chCGV, Lost has been sold differently in South Korea. KBS 

and chCGV buy Lost separately. Buena Vista Home Entertainment and Touchstone 

Television export Lost DVDs which the Korean subtitles. Lost brings additional benefits 

to the cell phone industries. SKT and KTF, one of the biggest cell phone companies in 

South Korea, decide to put mobile games on phones based on U.S. television series such 

as Prison Break (FOX), CSI (CBS), CSI-Miami (CBS), CSI-NY (CBS), Lost (ABC), 

Desperate Housewives (ABC), and Heroes (NBC) (Jung, 2007). The importation of Lost 

is spurred by Sung Keun Song, the head producer of film/animation team at KBS. He 

explains how foreign programs are imported.  

Usually on screening show, there is one episode or trailer of the show. If we 
express our interest to one of major [U.S. networks], they send us the data of 
response after fall season premiere. It is very important to know how US viewers 
respond to the new show. (Song) 

Song chooses Lost based on collected data, the attractiveness of story frame based his 20 

years of experience in film/television market, and the casting of Yunjin Kim. He says that 

Lost shows mixed genres. Song analyzes that Korean viewers prefer mystery and 

adventure action programs. Therefore, Song looks that Lost has lots of good attractive 

factors to Korean viewers. Song states that Yunjin Kim is a good buying power for 

importing Lost as part of the Hallyu phenomenon. The casting of Yunjin Kim has 
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received spotlight coverage by press (Actress Yunjin Kim, 2004). Song evaluates the first 

season of Lost successfully despite of low ratings. For first and second seasons, Song 

states most advertisements of Lost time segment are sold out; however, he is considering 

the importation of third season because the second season does not reveal as high ratings 

as first season.  

Lost is sold to KBS and chCGV in different formats. The dubbed version of Lost 

airs on KBS every Saturday afternoon since December 2004 (http://www.kbs.co.kr). The 

subtitled version of Lost has broadcast on chCGV every Saturday at 11 p.m. since April 

2005 (http://www.chcgv.com). Each station has different right to broadcast various 

episodes. KBS has the right to edit the original episodes. chCGV broadcast original 

episodes with Korean subtitles. Even the same episode, KBS and chCGV buy separately. 

Lee, the translator, says that he can sell his translation transcription to the other broadcast 

station but not the whole dubbed program. He states that one option of televising right 

which KBS buy from ABC allows re-runs but at different costs. The original Lost has 

various running time between 42 minutes and 48 minutes. Therefore, KBS producing 

team can edit each episode in their circumstance. Actually, the Korean producing team 
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produce about 43 minutes for each episode (Lee, personal communication, August 15, 

2006).  

Lost has a unique dubbing system compared to other U.S. television programs. 

Suh, the dubbing producer, explains how different and difficult it is to dub Lost. He states 

the most difficult thing to dub is the conversations among Jin and Sun, and other English 

speaking characters. Jin and Sun are not supposed to understand English during the first 

season. In the original, some scenes have shown miscommunication between the Korean 

couple and other characters because they use different languages. However, in the 

dubbing system, only one language can be used. In the dubbed version of Lost, all 

English is dubbed to Korean which creates problems. As an example, Suh mentions Jin‟s 

situation. When all English dubs to Korean, the problems are the scenes of 

miscommunication between Jin and other characters. Jin is the only one who does not 

speak or understand English. Suh states that KBS producing team have a hard time to 

decide how to describe miscommunication with language barrier in dubbing system. 

Finally, KBS producing team decide to remove the scene.  

This is an awkward situation. …In some situations, we had to cut or edit some 
scenes [in order for us not to disturb] the storyline. For example, last week, we 
dubbed one episode related to Sun‟s pregnancy. In the jungle, John and Sawyer 
were talking about Sun‟s pregnancy. Jin could not understand any part of their 
conversation exceptthe word „papa‟. The camera zoomed on Jin‟s face. He 
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seemed curious about their conversation. In the scene, he cannot follow the 
dialogue, yet he infers Sun‟s pregnancy from John and Sawyer‟s use of the word 
„papa‟. Unfortunately, we had to remove that scene. We have not aired that 
episode yet, but probably next week will be broadcast without that scene. The 
close-up of Jin is very important to Sun and Jin‟s story; however, we cannot 
handle it in our dubbing system, so we cut the scene that relates any parts of 
miscommunication between Jin and other characters. It would be really weird if 
viewers only watched the close-up Jin‟s face without seeing John and Sawyer‟s 
conversation. This is what we try to make sense of, but it is really hard.  

In addition, Suh mentions some cultural differences based on different languages. He 

says that subtitles for action movies do not create any problems; however, if narrative 

based movies or television programs, such as Lost, are better to have dubbing rather than 

subtitles. Lee, the translator, points out if there are cultural differences in movies or 

television programs, it will be hard for viewers to understand a foreign culture. Therefore, 

viewers may not follow the whole story. Lee asserts that those cultural differences not 

only have to be translated, but also placed in Korean cultural context. Lee states making 

subtitles is easier and takes less effort to translate. Despite the difficulty of dubbing, Lee 

strongly insists on using dubbing, but keeping subtitles as an option. He says that viewers 

can be more focused on actors/actress‟ performance and better understood storyline of 

program in dubbing system. Viewers do not have to spend time for reading subtitles. Lee 

says,  

I‟m trying to translate freely in our casual conversation. I consider each 

transcription and how to fit it into our culture and customs. …Saywer, he calls 
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people with different nicknames every single time. It depends on the situation 
when he meets people. Sawyer reads a lot during the show. You can see that 
Sawyer always has a book in his hand. He always reads and cites some films, 
dramas, or advertisements. For example, Sawyer calls Hurley as a „Pillsbury‟. If I 

translated to „Pillsbury‟, Korean viewers might be hard to understand what that 
means. So, I have to remove it or find a similar word in our daily lives. …And 

also try to match the length of words. It can be awkward if actor‟s mouth and 
dubbing voice doesn‟t match in length and shape. I try to make the same shape 
and length of words in dubbing voice so it gives me hard time. 

Viewers look at dubbing system in different ways. Jung, the DAUM fan café manager, 

states he watches two different versions of Lost. However, he prefers subtitled Lost 

because he does not like the way how KBS edits some scenes. Also he explains that his 

reason for watching the subtitled version of Lost is that he does not want to miss any of 

the original scenes (Jung, personal communication, August 14, 2006). Uh, the NAVER 

fan café manager also says he likes the subtitled version of Lost more than the dubbed 

version of Lost (Uh, personal communication, August 16, 2006).  

Through in-depth interviews, interviewees want U.S. production team to be more 

careful on the portrayal of Korean culture. They concern the stereotyped impression of 

Korean culture not only in the U.S. but also any other countries which import Lost.  
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

From this study, the portrayals of Korean culture on Lost are discussed from the 

relation to Korean consumer perspective. According to Hall (2004), television is one of 

the systems for delivering a message: 

The „object‟ of production practices and structures in television is the production 

of a message: that is, a sign-vehicle, or rather sign-vehicles of a specific kind 
organized, like any other form of communication or language, through the 
operation of codes, within the syntagmatic chains of a discourse. (p. 303) 

Hall (2004) explains how television texts are produced and received by consumers. As 

for audiences, they interpret this produced television text differently based on their 

cultural background. Hall (2004) mentions “conceptionalizing the Western means that a 

set of extremely tightly coded „rules‟ exist whereby stories of a certain recognizable type, 

content and structure can be easily encoded within the Western form” (p. 304).  

The meaning of Lost as a cultural commodity in South Korea is examined through 

individual interviews. Korean consumers point out the „Western‟, encoded Korean 

culture on Lost. Korean culture is encoded in the U.S. production perspective rather than 

described exactly. This is how television messages can and have been perceived 

differently besides the U.S. production perspective. Most participants complaine how Jin 

and Sun are portrayed or encoded stereotypically. 
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Although Lost has been spotlighted by the Korean press, the program does not 

provide satisfaction to Korean consumers. The in-depth interview participants express 

their disappointment with the portrayal of Jin and Sun because Jin and Sun do not 

represent a Korean couple properly. However, Lost as a cultural commodity initiates a 

cultural product of the Korean culture to the global market. The representation of Korean 

culture on Lost gives a big, important question to Korean society. The main question is 

what the Korean culture is. Through the in-depth interviews, there are common themes 

related to the characteristics of Korean culture compared to any other Asian cultures.  

Through this study, Lost brings a chance to think about identity; why so 

important that is the stereotypical portrayal of Korean culture in the U.S. and what does it 

mean to South Koreans and Korean Americans. It is about whom I am and what does it 

mean to a society that I belong to. South Koreans and Korean Americans do not want to 

represent their culture as stereotypical. However, there is a cultural gap between South 

Koreans and Korean Americans. Between South Korea and the U.S., there is not only 

geographical distance but also time difference. The portrayal of Korean culture in the U.S 

has shown closed to the first generation of Korean immigrant. The Korean society have 

changed and developed since the first Korean immigrant went to America. This situation 
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questions that South Koreans and American Koreans have different cultural background 

even they have same root in Korea. This brings the main concern to Korean society for 

packing the Korean culture as cultural products; how the Korean culture presents to the 

global market; how the Korean culture differentiates from previous images.  

Throughout the in-depth interview process, it appears that Korean consumers 

receive Korean characters rather politically. Interview participants thought the 

stereotypical portrayal of Korean culture may come from the political and economic 

relationship between the U.S. and Korea. U.S. is one of big influential countries to South 

Korea politically or economically. Moreover, they assume that Korean culture on Lost is 

showing the political economic position of Korea in the U.S. Through this study, it makes 

to consider the political and economic relationship between the U.S. and Korea in 

cultural industries; how U.S. conglomerates affect Korean cultural industries and how 

Korean government has prepared for the global markets, and how can it be differentiated 

from other Asian countries. Most interview participants mention how Korean culture is 

misunderstood by the U.S. media as Chinese, Japanese or any other Asian countries.  

Concerning language, Lost is the first U.S. television program using the Korean 

language with English subtitles. KBS televises a dubbing version of Lost. Lost is 
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particularly differentiated from other imported television programs because of its dubbing 

system. In the dubbing process, some scenes are edited by a Korean production team. The 

majority of the scenes that are edited is when Jin and Sun have some trouble 

communicating with other characters. When Korean viewers watch Lost on KBS, they 

see different scenes that are edited by the Korean production team. Hall (2004) explains 

how a message produced differently in depending on the system used:  

The broadcasting organizations, with their institutional structures and networks 
of production, their organized routines and technical infrastructures, are required 
to produce the programme. Production, here, initiates the message. Production 
and reception of the television message are not identical, but they are related: 
they are differentiated moments within the totality formed by the communicative 
process as a whole. (p. 303) 

Lost has two different versions at South Korea; a dubbed version on KBS and a 

subtitled version on chCGV. This study addresses only the dubbed version of Lost aspect. 

For the subtitled version of Lost, there will be different aspects from consumers. It is a 

good way to look at how consumers and production team prefer which program and why 

they choose.  

The first season of Lost had shown high ratings since premiere in the U.S. (Marc, 

2004). Lost is exported several different countries all over the world including South 

Korea. Therefore, Lost has various consumers in all over the world with different cultural 
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backgrounds. Therefore, this study suggests the response‟s between the U.S. and Korean 

consumers how they different in consumers‟ perspective. This study gives guidelines 

about how the U.S. consumers‟ perspectives have to be examined about Jin and Sun.  

The portrayal of Jin and Sun can be discussed more deeply in the feminist studies 

perspective. In addition, this study might be expandable to other U.S. programs how 

Korean American described. On similar time period of Lost, there are Gilmore Girls (CW) 

and Grey’s Anotomy (ABC) with Korean female characters. Dow (1996) looks at how 

audiences are urged to common beliefs, attitudes, and values. This perspective leads this 

study to understanding television and how viewers accept the culture and form their 

beliefs based on their gender. Condit (1989) explains the television‟s political function 

how messages get into public.  

Television‟s political functions are not confined to its address to the pleasures of 
individuals. In addition, television „makes present‟ particular codings in the 
public space. Once such codings gain legitimacy they can be employed in 
forming public law, policy and behavior. Even if they are not universally 
accepted, their presence gives them presumption. (p. 112) 

 Cultural studies and feminist studies have some common concerns. Both studies 

have close relations with the power structure. Hall (1992) looks at feminism as a part of 

cultural studies.  

The idea that „the personal is political‟ opened up the rage of areas studied in 
cultural studies and forced critics not only to reflect on how they conceptualized 
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power relations but also on how these power relations were bound up with issues 
of gender and sexuality. Further more, feminism put questions about identity 
back on the agenda of cultural studies. (p. 282)  

Feminist studies are the part of cultural studies. Feminist studies focus on the social 

standard of gender roles. The feminist paradigm has struggled with the settled gender 

standards in the research of how and why those standards have been made in what 

situation. The social standards depend on their practices, norm, and culture. In the further 

research, this study might be a good starting point for Korean Americans feminist studies. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE LIST OF EPISODE FOLLOWING CHARACTERS OF LOST 

Episode 1: Pilot 
Episode 2: Pilot-part 2 
Episode 3: Tabula rasa (Kate‟s story) 
Episode 4: Walkabout (Locke‟s story) 
Episode 5: White rabbit (Jack‟s story) 
Episode 6: House of the rising sun (Sun‟s story) 
Episode 7: The moth (Charlie‟s story) 
Episode 8: Confidence man (Sawyer‟s story) 
Episode 9: Solitary (Sayid‟s story) 
Episode 10: Raised by another (Clare‟s story) 
Episode 11: All the best cowboys have daddy issues (Jack‟s story) 
Episode 12: Whatever the case may be (Kate‟s story) 
Episode 13: Hearts and minds (Boone and Shannon‟s story) 
Episode 14: Special (Walt and Michael‟s story) 
Episode 15: Homecoming (Charlie‟s story) 
Episode 16: Outlaws (Sawyer‟s story) 
Episode 17: In translation (Jin‟s story) 
Episode 18: Numbers (Hurley‟s story) 
Episode 19: Deus ex machine (Locke‟s story) 
Episode 20: Do ho harm (Jack‟s story) 
Episode 21: The greater good (Sayid‟s story) 
Episode 22: Born to run (Kate‟s story) 
Episode 23: Exodus part 1 
Episode 24: Exodus part 2 
Episode 25: Exodus part 3 
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THE 14 CHARACTERS 

Boone and Shannon are brother and sister. 
Jin and Sun is a Korean couple. 
Michael and Walt are father and son just met before plane crash. 
Claire is a pregnant passenger. 
Charlie is drug-addicted rock star. 
Hurley is a millionaire by lottery. 
Jack is a physician. 
Kate is a wanted person. 
Locke is a supervisor of a box company. 
Sawyer is using the name of “Sawyer” for the revenge of his parent‟s death.  
Sayid is an Iraqi solider. 
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APPENDIX B 

TRANSCRIPTION OF SIXTH AND SEVENTEENTH EPISODE 

The Korean transcription of each episode was written down in Korean language first and 
then translated into English. Some Korean dialogue was not shown in English subtitles. 
The English subtitles did not always fully translate Korean dialogues. Gestures were 
explained in the brackets. The English transcription was based on English subtitles.  
 
Episode 6 
House of the rising sun (Sun story) 
 
1:37-6:42 
Sun opens her eye.  
Sun smells flowers and Jin is looking for something at the sea. Jin catches a fish, but 
finally he lost.  
Sun watches what Jin‟s doing and listens Kate and Jack‟s conversation.  
Kate: I just want to know.  
Jack: Well, you‟re not gonna know. 
Kate: What‟s the big deal? 
Jack: It‟s not a big deal. I had my reasons. I don‟t want to put it out there.  
Still Sun looks Kate and Jack. 
Kate: It‟s just you and your tattoos don‟t add up. You‟re one of those hardcore spinal 
surgeons? 
Jack: That‟s me. Hardcore.  
Charlie: If you‟re finished verbally copulating we should move. There‟s a beach of 
people waiting for us to get drinking water for them. And the great white hunter‟s getting 
restless.  
Jack: Okay. Let‟s do this.  
Kate: Hey, Charlie, ask Jack about his tattoos.  
Charlie: Oh, you guys have an inside joke. How absolutely wonderful for you both.  
Sun looks them with serious face. Sudden loud sound which Jin tries to kill the fish 
astonished Sun.  
With joyful laughter, scene goes to past.  
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It seems like Korea. [However, it does not represent Korea. Only shape of house hints 
that background can be Asian country]. 
Sun and other women talk each other.  
Jin: Miss, would you like some champagne? 
Sun turns back and pick one of champagne and napkin. Sun looks at napkin and drinks 
champagne with smile. 
Sun seems waiting someone else in the Asian type town hall. [Its color reminds more 
China than Korea]. 
Jin: Miss, you left something.  
Sun: Really? What? 
Sun and Jin kiss. 
Sun: My father? 
Jin: He‟s busy being a host.  
Sun: We need to get away. Now, huh? 
Jin: Where? 
Sun: America. (with lovely voice). 
Jin: Sun, look at me, I love you. But, I don‟t want to elope with you.  
Sun: It‟s the only chance we have.  
Jin: Your father would never allow it.  
Sun: It‟s not his place to allow. It‟s our decision.  
Jin: I will talk to your father. I‟ll make him understand.  
Sun: You‟re saying that now because you don‟t know my father.  
Jin: I know me. [Trust me]. 
Give her flower.  
Sun: (with smile) It‟s beautiful.  
Jin: I wish it were a diamond. Someday, it will be.  
Sun and Jin kiss.  
Scene comes back to current.  
Suddenly Jin walks through the Sun‟s plants. He looks angry.  
Sun: Jin, What‟s the matter? [no subtitle]  
Jin runs to Michael. He punches to Michael.  
Walt: Stop, Hey, stop! 
Jin pushes away Walt and continues to punch Michael.  
Sun: Jin, stop! [no subtitle].  
Walt: Get off of him, please! Stop! 
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Sun: What are you doing? [no subtitle]. 
Walt: Stop! Get off of him.  
Sun: Jin! 
Walt: Do something! He‟s gonna kill him. Stop him, please!  
Sun: [Jin, Jin!] (screaming desperately). 
Walt: No, stop! 
Sun: [Jin!] 
Walt: Stop him, please! He‟s gonna kill him!  
Sayid and Sawyer run to them to separate them.  
Sun: [Jin, Jin, stop it]. (with surprising face). 
Sayid: The handcuffs! From the sky Marshal! Now! 
Jin resists strongly.  
Sayid and Sawyer handcuff Jin together.  
Sayid: What happened? 
Sun just watches them.  
 
9:04-12:07 
Michael: I am getting tired of saying this. I was just walking the beach with my son and 
all of a sudden this dude is all up on me. (talks to Sayid and people). I didn‟t do anything.  
Jin: [Shut up!] 
Sayid: Surely there must be something you‟re not telling us.  
Michael: Surely? Where are you from, man? 
Sayid: Tikrit. Iraq. 
Michael: Okay, I don‟t know how it is in Iraq, but in the United States of America where 
I‟m from Korean people don‟t like black people. Did you know that? 
Jin: [Don‟t lie].  
Michael: So maybe you ought to talk to him! 
Sun: [He did it because of watch]. (points watch).  
Sayid: The cuffs stay on! 
Sawyer: Couder, Omar, maybe she‟ll understand. 
Hurley: Guys, that Chinese dude‟s gonna get pretty crispy out here. How long are you 
gonna keep him? 
Sayid: He tried to kill Michael. We all saw it. The cuffs stay on until we know why.  
Sun looks Michael.  
Michael: Come on, man. Let‟s go. 
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People scatter. 
Scene goes to the past.  
Sun waits somebody on the bridge; Jin comes to Sun with worried face.  
Sun: What happened? 
Jin: (sigh) Well…your father…(with smile) your father gave permission. 
Sun: [What?] 
Sun hugs Jin with joy. 
Sun: [Don‟t ever do that again]. How did you? 
Jin: I reasoned with him. After a year of management training and a year of work at the 
factory, we‟ll have all the money we need.  
Sun: You are going to work for my father? 
Jin: It‟s the right thing to do.  
Sun: [But, Jin, that‟s…] 
Jin: No, I have to. It‟s temporary. 
Jin shows the ring to Sun. 
Sun: You can‟t afford this.  
Jin: (with smile) I can now.  
Jin puts the ring to Sun. Sun hugs Jin and looks the ring.  
Scene turn back to current and Sun looks worried.  
 
15:08-16:42 
Sun scrubs something to Jin‟s handcuffed arm.  
Jin: (moans) What are you doing? 
Sun: Your skin is very raw. [it‟s getting worse]. 
Jin: (moans) Be careful! 
Scene goes back to the past.  
Sun gets home with lots of shopping bags. On the tea table, there is a big present box. 
Sun picks up the dog in the box.  
Jin: What do you think? Do you like it? I‟ve been working such long hours, I thought you 
might enjoy the company. Of course, you‟ll have to train it and feed it. Are you okay? 
[Are you okay with it?] 
Sun: Remember when all you had to give me was a flower? [huh?] 
Jin‟s cell phone rings. 
Jin: It‟s your father.  
Scene turns to present. Sun seems to think something.  
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18:03-21:35 
Walt plays with sand and looks Sun.  
Michael: Hey, what are you doing? (yells to Jin) Did you say something to my boy? 
Jin: Get lost! 
Sun and Walt stare each other. 
Michael: Yeah, nice talking to you too. Move it, Walt.  
Walt: How come he doesn‟t like us? 
Michael: What? 
Walt: You said people like him don‟t like people like us.  
Michael: Oh, man. No…Look, that‟s not true and you know what I don‟t think like that 
anyway, I was, I was angry.  
Walt: What did you do to him? 
Michael: What did I do to him? You tell me. I‟ve been with you since we crashed. Have 
you seen me do anything to anyone? What kind of man do you think I am, anyway? What 
did your mother say about me? 
Walt: She never told about you. 
Michael: You don‟t know anything about me, do you? 
Walt: You don‟t know anything about me.  
Michael: I know a lot.  
Walt: Yeah? 
Michael: Yeah.  
Walt: When is my birthday? 
Michael: August 24th. When‟s mine? 
Walt seems he does not know.  
Michael: Forget it. Come one, man. 
Sun: Honey, please, just let me go and explain this to them. Maybe, they‟ll let you go.  
Jin: How will you explain? Your place is by my side. [Just stay with me]. And we will 
not explain ourselves to a thief.  
Sun does not response or says anything, just look Jin.  
Scene goes to the past.  
Sun fells asleep on sofa with the dog. When the sound of door opens, the dog barks.  
Jin gets into home in hurry and goes to bathroom.  
Sun follows Jin.  
Sun: [Honey?] Are you all right?  
Sun tries to get into the bathroom, but the door closes. 
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Sun: Please talk to me.  
Jin washes his bloody hands.  
Jin‟s suit is on the floor, and his shirt has bloods.  
Sun: Are you hurt? What happened to you? What were you doing? 
Jin does not answer to Sun, just wash his hand.  
Sun: Whose blood is this? What are you doing? What happened? 
Sun turns Jin to her face to talk with him.  
Jin: I was working. 
Sun: Doing what? What do you do for my father? Look at me. Answer me.  
Jin tries to push Sun away, then Sun slap Jin‟s cheek.  
Jin just look Sun and saying: I do whatever your father tells me. I do it for us.  
Jin continues wash his hand and Sun goes out the bathroom.  
 
24:33-25:19 
Sayid cuts wood.  
Sayid: It‟s about time. I am dying of thirst.  
Jack and Sayid drink water together.  
Sayid: I think I‟ll let him sit in the sun a while longer, then I‟ll take his wife aside find 
someone way to communicate. I think she knows why he attacked Michael.  
Jack: Sure you don‟t want me to talk to her? Okay. If you‟ve got that under control, I‟m 
gonna talk to people about the caves. I might be able to get a few to go with me before 
nightfall. Start setting up camp. 
Sayid: You‟re serious.  
Jack nods.  
 
26:10-27:01 
Walt plays with Vincent on the beach. Michael watches Walt. Jack and Kate come back 
and talk something to people. Sayid comes to Micheal,  
Michael: Now what? I already gave you my statement, sheriff.  
Sayid: I came to apologize. I shouldn‟t have been suspicious. You were the victim in the 
attack this morning.  
Michael: I appreciate that. But I can tell you didn‟t come all the way over here just to say 
you‟re sorry.  
Sayid: People are seriously considering following Jack to the caves.  
Michael looks at Jack.  
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Sayid: I‟d like to know where you stand.  
Michael: Right here. I got one priority right now, and that‟s getting my kid off this island. 
A boat passes, I‟m not gonna be on the hook for missing it.  
Sayid: Good.  
 
Jack gives water to Jin. 
Jack: Slowly. Just a little bit at a time. A little bit. (with gesture). 
 
28:24- 32:22 
Michael walks to some direction, Sun looks at Michael. Jin drinks water with painful face. 
Michael cuts bamboo tree Sun approaches to Michael. 
On the past scene,  
Lady: Your husband told me that money is no object to re-decorate this place. You‟re a 
luck wife. (Korean is not flow well. It looks English-Korean). 
Sun: Yes. (with smile). 
Jin: (having a call) Sun, move the dog. 
Sun: Okay, Let‟s look at the apartment from the bedroom, shall we? [come on, come on] 
Sun looks cloth,  
Lady: Are you sure about this? 
Sun: Yes.  
Lady: You‟ve taken your lessons? [Did you study?] 
Sun: Yes. 
Lady: Do you realize that your husband and your father will do everything they can to 
find you? [translation of Korean does not fluent. It‟s just like English. In Korean 
language, usually Korean people barely speak with „you‟] Are you sure you and your 
husband can‟t reconcile? [Please answer me]. 
Sun shakes her head. Sun: When I‟m gone, will you care for my dog? 
Lady nods.  
Lady: During your trip, at the airport, at eleven fifteen…(shows the passport, but the 
color of passport is red. Korean passport color is green. Chinese passport color is red). 
You make an excuse and [should] walk out of the airport. Bring nothing! A car will be 
waiting. [They‟ll think you‟re kidnapped]. For the first week your family will assume you 
have been kidnapped. You will stay out of sight until they come to think you are dead. 
After that you will be free to move wherever you want.  
Sun nods.  
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Lady: Now, tell me when. 
Sun: The airport, eleven fifteen.  
Lady: Again.  
Sun: Eleven fifteen. (repeats twice and continuous repeating voice of time). 
Present scene. 
Sun walks to Michael. 
Michael: Oh, great, look who came to chat.  
Sun: I need to talk to you.  
Michael surprises. 
Michael: You speak English? 
Sun: Yes. 
Michael: Wait. You speak English. Why didn‟t you say anything? 
Sun: My husband doesn‟t know.  
Michael: Why would you learn English and not tell your husband? 
Sun: He has a bad temper. What my husband did you today, it was a misunderstanding.  
Michael: No, I got it. Loud and clear.  
Sun: It was the watch. (points the watch). 
Michael: Your husband tried to murder me for a watch? (tries to unfold the watch) I 
found this watch two days ago.  
Sun: It belongs to my father. Protecting that watch is a question of honor.  
Michael: Trying to kill me in front of my kid? Honor? 
Sun: You don‟t know my father. I need your help. 
 
35:33-38:39 
Michael brings ax to Jin, Jin looks scary. 
Michael: I know you can‟t understand a word and normally I‟m not the talking-out-loud 
type but since I have a captive audience, I hope for your sake you pay attention. I‟m not 
exactly having the best month of my life. I barely knew my son, and now I gotta be his 
daddy. And then to top it off, I have a deranged Korean guy trying to kill me, and for 
what? Look, I get it, all right. (Michael takes watch out of his pants pocket showing to 
Jin). It‟s the watch. Mine broke. I found this in the wreckage and I figured, hey, why let a 
$20,000 watch go to waste? Which is ridiculous since time doesn‟t matter on a damn 
island! (throws watch) Son of a ….(cuts the handcuff) Stay away from me. And my kid.  
Sun is standing there.  
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Flashback. 
Jack complains to desk.  
Jack: In 16 hours, I need to land in LAX, and I need that coffin to clear customs because 
there is going to be a hearse waiting there… 
Jin is in the line next to Jack, and Sun looks Jin in a distance. Sun looks at the time and 
the car parked at the out side. She looks Jin again, and walks with tear then looks Jin 
again, Jin shows the flower she smile a little. Sun looks the time once and stands next to 
Jin.  
Jin gives her flower.  
Jin: [Here]. Something wrong? 
Sun: It‟s too beautiful. (smells flower). 
Jin hugs and gives her kiss. Sun cries quietly. And shows current standing Sun again.  
Charlie plays guitar in the cave. Locke greets Jack and people. Sun and Jin also comes to 
cave.  
Jin: [Let‟s go that way. Be careful]. 
 
Episode 17 
In translation (Jin story) 
 
00:00-8:26 
Show Jin‟s eye.  
Jin is standing at the beach.  
Flashback.  
Jin stands in the office.  
Sun‟s father signs some paper, but he doesn‟t even speak.  
Jin looks getting nervous.  
Sun‟s father: Why do you want to marry my daughter? 
Jin: Mr. Paik. [Father]. I may be from a fishing village, but I have ambitions.  
Sun‟s father: [Ambitions…] So what are your ambitions? 
Jin: To open a restaurant, to one day own my own hotel.  
Sun‟s father: What does your father think of this marriage? 
Jin: My father? He is dead.  
Sun‟s father: What would you do for my daughter? 
Sun‟s father: Even work for me? 
Jin: Of course. 
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Sun‟s father: Why would I give my daughter to a man who sells his own dreams so easily? 
Jin: Because she is my dream, sir.  
Mr. Paik stands up and gives his hand to Jin. Jin takes Mr. Paik‟s hand banding his back. 
Mr. Paik sits and Jin smiles.  
Present scene. 
Jin is looking around.  
Sun walks to the beach. She takes off big towel and she is wearing bikini.  
Jin‟s face distorted and goes to Sun.  
Jin: What are you doing? Are you out of your mind? (tries to cover Sun with big towel). 
Sun: [What‟s wrong? I was just swimming]. 
Charlie, Claire, Jack, and Kate watches Sun and Jin.  
Jin: [Are you crazy?] 
Sun: [What‟s wrong with bikini?] 
Sun takes off towel. Jin continues to cover Sun.  
Jin: [There‟s other swimming suit. Why are you wearing bikini?] 
Hurley looks Sun and Jin.  
Sun‟s voice [That‟s enough]. 
Jack: There they go again.  
Jin‟s voice [Come on, hurry]. 
Claire: You think we should do something? 
Charlie: What should we do? 
Sun and Jin argues.  
Jin: [Everybody is watching you.] 
Michael: What‟s going on? 
Jin‟s voice [Let‟s go and get dressed] 
Sun‟s voice [Okay, okay] 
Kate: I don‟t know. He walked up and started going off on her again.  
Jin pulls Sun roughly. Sun falls down.  
Michael: Hey. 
Sun: [What‟s wrong?] 
Jin: [Now, you are not listening me!] 
Michael tries to separate Sun and Jin.  
Michael: Get your hands off her!  
Jin: [This is non of your business.] 
Michael: I swear to God, you put your hands on her more time… 
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Jin: [What do you think you are? Back off!] 
Michael: Get off your hands off me! 
Sun suddenly slap Michael in the cheek.  
Michael seems to be shocked.  
Sun grasps Jin‟s hand and walk together.  
Michael still looks shocked and looks Sun and Jin.  
Jin shakes off Sun‟s hand and looks back. 
Michael touches his cheek.  
Lost title. 
Jin touches watch.  
Jin: What‟s going on between you and him? 
Sun is getting dressed.  
Sun: Who? 
Jin: Michael. 
Sun: That‟s ridiculous.  
Jin: Is it? 
Sun: Nothing is going on.  
Sun and Jin stare each other without saying anything.  
Flashback.  
A friend is helping Sun to be dressed.  
Friend: The colors are so beautiful.  
Sun: Is it okay? 
Friend: It‟s really pretty. You must be so happy to be married.  
Sun: Are you jealous? 
Friend: No.  
Jin: Can I have a moment with my wife? 
Friend: Don‟t forget your guests are downstairs.  
Sun: Okay.  
Friend walks away.  
Jin comes into bride‟s room.  
Sun: [Honey,] I‟m so happy.  
Sun: I wish your father had lived to see this. (wearing dress) 
Jin has a sad face.  
Sun: (looks around) I‟m sorry…I upset you.  
Jin: No. Wherever he is, I‟m sure he is proud of me.  
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Sun: Will you bottom me up? 
Jin kisses Sun‟s shoulder. 
Jin: Do I have to? 
Sun smiles. 
Sun: What about our honeymoon? 
Jin: Sun…(sigh). You know I want to go. It‟s just that right now, I want your father to see 
I‟m committed.  
Sun: He won‟t hold it against you. After all, I‟m his daughter.  
Jin: In six month, after my management training is all done.  
Sun: I‟m just as important as his car company.  
Jin picks up one of flowers gives it to Sun.  
Jin: I promise, we‟ll have the honeymoon we always dreamed of. (He puts flower to 
Sun‟s hair). 
Sun kisses to Jin.  
Present scene. 
Sun goes to Michael with glancing round.  
Sun: Michael? 
Michael does not answer.  
Sun: I‟m sorry.  
Michael: Don‟t worry. I stuck my nose where it didn‟t belong. It‟s on me.  
Sun: You must understand.  
Michael: Look, what I understand is I got to get this raft finished, so I can get my boy and 
take him home.  
Sun: When I slapped you, I was protecting you.  
Michael: Oh, yeah? From what? 
Sun: From Jin. You don‟t know what he is capable of.  
Michael: It‟s not my problem, it‟s yours.  
Jin is doing golf.  
Hurley: Why don‟t you try sea urchin? They got more ping. Hey. I know things got kind 
of nasty down there at the beach and umm… I don‟t want to get involved in husband and 
wife stuff, but I figured, you know, you might need to relax. So… 
Hurley suggests go fishing to Jin, but Jin seems ignore and continues golfing.  
Hurley: Come on, dude, I‟m trying here. (Jin swings). Okay. You want to be an outsider? 
It‟s your business.  
Hurley goes back. Jin sighs.  
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11:01-16:14 
Kate and Sun sit on the tent at dark.  
Kate: How much longer are you gonna let him treat you like this way? 
Sun: Please… 
Kate: Sun,  
Sun: He‟s my husband.  
Kate: A husband you‟re afraid to tell you speak English. I‟m trying to understand, Sun.  
Sun: He wasn‟t always like this. He used to tell me how beautiful I looked to him. He 
was so tender. And then he was different.  
Kate: What changed him? 
Sounds of people‟s running. “Need some help!” 
Kate: Hey, Charlie. What‟s going on? 
Charlie: The raft, it‟s on fire. Look! 
People throw sand to put out the fire.  
Michael: No, no.  
Michael turns back and looks at Sun.  
Michael: Where is he? Where the hell is he? Where is he? 
Sun: [I don‟t what are you talking about.] 
Michael: Where is he? 
Jack: She doesn‟t understand.  
Michael: Hey, where is he? 
Kate: Back off! 
Michael: No, her husband did this. She knows. You trying to protect him now? 
Kate: She was with me.  
Walt goes to near the boat throw sand.  
Michael: No, Walt. Get back. 
Walt: I want to… 
Michael: No, it‟s done.  
Sun runs. 
Kate: Sun, wait.  
Michael: I‟m gonna break his damn neck.  
Kate blocks Michael.  
Jack: Take it easy, man. We don‟t know that Jin did this.  
Sawyer: Are you serious? 
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Jack: Sawyer, shut up! 
Charlie: Jack, come on. We saw him on the beach.  
Jack: That doesn‟t mean he torched the raft.  
Michael: Yeah, then who did, Jack? 
Jin is looking for something at the cave.  
Sun: Jin? What are you doing? 
Jin: I‟m hurt.  
Sun: You did it? (disappointed sigh) Michael was trying to get us off this island, why 
would you… 
Jin stands up, Sun surprises.  
Jin: Michael? (with anger) 
Flashback. 
Jin goes up stairs really fast.  
Jin: I take full responsibility for what happened, sir. The machinery is old, I should 
have…(Jin bow his head). 
Sun‟s father: I didn‟t call you to reprimand you.  
Jin stands up with surprising eyes.  
Sun‟s father: I called to promote you. You will be my new special assistant.  
Jin: (embarrassed voice) Sir, I don‟t know what to… 
Sun‟s father: Do you know Byung Han? 
Jin: The Secretary for Environment Safety? 
Sun‟s father: Go to his home tonight. Deliver this message, “I‟m very impleased.” 
Knocking sound.  
Man opens the door.  
Man: Who are you? 
Jin: My name is Jin-Soo Kwon.  
Man: What do you want? 
Jin: I work for Mr. Paik.  
Man surprised.  
Man: Mr. Kwon…(softly) come in. (acts differently) 
Girl is sitting on sofa with dog and seems watching TV.  
Man: Please…have a seat. May I get you a drink? 
Jin: No, I‟m fine. I‟m here to deliver a message.  
Man: Please…not in front of my daughter… 
Jin looks daughter. 
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Jin: Mr. Paik is displeased with you. That‟s all. 
Man‟s face turn to relief.  
Man: Thank you, sir. Thank you. Really. Please tell Mr. Paik that I won‟t make him 
unhappy, if there was some way I could apologize… 
Man goes to sofa, and takes the dog.  
Man‟s daughter: Dad, Dad! 
Man: Be quiet. A gift for you. It‟s a championship breed… 
Jin: Secretary Han… 
Man: It‟s incredibly valuable. Please tell Mr. Paik I‟m sorry. Will you do that? 
Jin: I can‟t… 
Man: You must. Please, you must.  
Jin gets the dog.  
Man: Thank you, sir. Thank you.  
 
17:35-18:02 
Jin lies down on the tree.  
Sound of bird‟s flap. 
Jin looks around. Jin steps to the stream and tries to wash his hand.  
Sawyer: Messed up my ride, chief.  
Sawyer kicks Jin.  
 
20:13-30:32 
Jin walks in front of Sawyer, but his hand tied in the back side.  
Sawyer: You must be pretty scared, huh? Scared. You understand scared, don‟t you? 
Sawyer pushes Jin.  
Jin falls.  
Sawyer: If you ain‟t you‟re gonna be Bruce. Folks down on the beach might have been 
doctors and accountants a month ago, but it‟s Lord of Flies time now.  
Flashback. 
Sun covers Jin‟s eyes and makes him walk. 
Sun: Keep walking, and now stop. Turn around and sit down.  
Sun makes Jin to sit down.  
Sun: [Surprise!] 
Jin: What a feast! 
Jin gives kiss on Sun‟s cheek.  
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Sun looks little disappointment.  
Jin: You made this? 
Sun: [Of course,] For you. I thought we could enjoy a meal, together.  
Jin: I‟m glad you did.  
Sun just gets to start the meal, Jin‟s cell phone rings.  
Jin seems he is taking phone.  
Sun looks Jin.  
Jin: Don‟t worry. No work tonight.  
Jin turns off the cell phone.  
Sun: (with smile) Thank you.  
Jin: Of course. [Thank you] 
Sun: Try this (picks beef to Jin‟s dish). 
Jin starts to eat, but home phone rings.  
Jin hesitates to eat and then he drops the chop sticks.  
Sun‟s father: Why is my factory closed? I‟m losing millions because you were too 
incomplete to deliver a simple message? (hits table with anger) You‟re driving my 
assistant to Byung Han‟s house tonight. (One man stands. Jin looks him). He‟ll show you 
how to deliver a message.  
Jin is driving. White suit man wears poly gloves.  
White suit man: Keep the engine running. I will be inside less than two minutes. (Jin 
looks white suit man through mirror) When I return, you will not drive faster than the 
speed limit. (white suit man preparing gun). You will take this car to the riverbank eight 
kilometers away. Do you understand? 
Car stops. Jin comes out. Jin pushes the door and gets into the room.  
Han: Quick, run! 
Han‟s wife: [What‟s going on?] 
Han: Mr. Kwon…wait…I can explain. Jin hits Han. (House doesn‟t look Korean style. It 
looks more Japanese style.) 
Han‟s wife covers daughter‟s eyes and crying.  
On the pond, there‟s the statue of Buddha. (Usually Korean traditional house doesn‟t 
have it). 
Jin: The factory opens tomorrow. I just saved your life.  
Jin looks daughter. 
Jin: He got the message. 
White suit man puts gun back.  
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The scene turned to the past scene that Jin came home with blood.  
Jin hurries to go bathroom.  
Sun: Jin, Jin! Please talk to me.  
Sun looks Jin‟s jacket. Jin‟s shirt has blood everywhere. 
Sun: Are you hurt? 
Jin washed his hand without saying anything.  
Sun: Whose blood is this? What were you doing? What happened? 
Jin: I was working. 
Sun: Doing what? What do you do for my father? Look at me. Answer me.  
Sun tries to stop Jin to wash and talk but Jin resists.  
Jin pushes Sun, Sun slaps Jin.  
Jin: I do whatever your father tells me. I do it for us.  
Jin continues washing hand. Sun goes out.  
Jin washes all blood on his hand. Jin looks mirror and cries.  
Present scene. 
Sawyer pushes Jin down the beach. Sawyer release Jin.  
Jin‟s face and hand have trace of blood.  
Michael runs to Jin. Jack follows Michael. 
Jack: Michael, take it easy. I‟ll take it easy, all right.  
Hurley: Hang on, man. 
Hurley stops Michael.  
Michael: Hey, you burned my raft? 
Jack: Just calm down.  
Michael: Hey, step aside. 
Jack: Just calm down.  
Sayid and Charlie come.  
Michael: You burned my raft? Why‟d you burned my raft, man? 
Jack: Calm down and think about it for a minute.  
Michael: Look at his hand.  
Sawyer: Back off, Jack.  
Jack: Shut it. Everyone‟s gonna chill out.  
Michael, Jack, and Hurley are arguing.  
Jin cannot understand.  
When Jin sees Sun,  
Jin: [You don‟t trust me, do you?] 
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Michael: What‟d he say? 
Jin: [I didn‟t do it.] 
Michael: You say something to me? 
Michael runs to Jin.  
Jack: [Michael, Michael] 
Jack blocks Michael. 
Jin: [I didn‟t do it.] 
Michael: Say it again. No, no, say it again, man.  
Jin: [I didn‟t put the fire on the raft. Do you understand?] 
Michael runs to Jin and punches him.  
Jack: Hey,  
Sawyer: Easy, doc.  
Jack tries to stop Michael, but Sawyer let stop Jack.  
Sawyer: One fight at a time.  
Sayid: He‟s right. This is between them.  
Jin stands up. 
Jin: [When I get there, the raft was already on fire.] 
Michael hits Jin again.  
Nobody stops Michael just watching.  
Sun comes close to Michael.  
Jin: [I hurt because I‟d tried to put out the fire…] 
Sun: (screaming) Stop it! 
Michael stops, Jin looks shocked.  
Sun: Leave him alone! 
People look Sun with surprise.  
Sun: He didn‟t burn your raft.  
Charlie: You speak English? 
Hurley: Didn‟t see that coming? 
Jack: You understood us all this time? Why didn‟t you say anything? 
Sun ignores Jack and goes to Michael.  
Sun: Your raft was already on fire when he arrived. He burned his hands trying to put it 
out.  
Michael: Then why did he run? 
Sun: [ Michael asks why did you run.] 
Michael: Exactly. That‟s what I thought.  
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Sun: My husband is many things, but he is not a liar.  
Sawyer: You‟re gonna lecture us about lying, Betty? From look on his face, even your 
old man here didn‟t know you speak English.  
Sun is almost crying.  
Sawyer: How do we know she‟s not covering? 
Locke: Because she isn‟t. What would he burned the raft? 
Michael: He‟s been after me, everybody knows it.  
Locke: Okay, it‟s personal. Why take it out our best chance at getting off the island? Why 
would any one of us block an attempt to get home? We‟re so intent on pointing the figure 
at one another that we‟re ignoring the simple undeniable truth that the problem isn‟t here, 
it‟s there! (points to the island) They‟ve attacked us. Sabotaged us, abducted us, 
murdered us. Maybe it‟s time we stop blaming us and started worrying about them. 
We‟re not the only people on this island and we all know it.  
Locke walks away.  
People look around each other.  
Sun: He did not do it.  
Michael goes with Walt and also other people move.  
Sun goes to Jin, but Jin turns back and walk the opposite direction.  
 
31:48-36:54 
Sun enters into the cave. Jin is packing.  
Sun: What are you doing? Please answer me. So, you‟re going where to the beach? Is that 
how you‟ve chosen to deal with me? [You want to end our relation like this?] Why didn‟t 
you just tell me you didn‟t burn the raft? (take bag away) Why won‟t you speak to me, 
Jin? What I have done to deserve this? [What did I do wrong?] When did we stop talking?  
Jin doesn‟t say anything and moves with packing stuff.  
Sun: (In English) I was going to leave you!  
Jin turns back.  
Sun: I was going to get away. (crying) But you made me change my mind. You made me 
think you still loved me.  
Jin looks Sun.  
Sun: I want to go back to the beginning. 
Jin has watery eyes.  
Sun: Can‟t we just start all over? 
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Flashback. 
Jin takes off sunglasses. It looks like fishing village. But the boat and the hat that Jin‟s 
father wearing does not represent Korean fishing village. It looks rather Vietnam or 
Indonesia.  
Jin approaches to an old man.  
Jin‟s father: [Jin-soo] (with surprise, takes off the hate) 
Jin: I‟m sorry father. Please forgive me. I was ashamed of you. (crying). 
Jin‟s father hugs Jin. 
Jin‟s father: [It‟s all right. It‟s all right.] 
Jin helps his father.  
Jin‟s father: What is she like? 
Jin: Beautiful, intelligent, hardheaded. (Jin‟s father smiles). We don‟t talk anymore.  
Jin‟s father: Why not? 
Jin: Because I can‟t tell her about her father. In a good world, she would hate him, not me.  
Jin‟s father: It is a good world.  
Jin: You don‟t know what I‟ve done.  
Jin‟s father: You are my son. It doesn‟t matter what you‟ve done.  
Jin: I wish I could start over.  
Jin‟s father: Why can‟t you? 
Jin: I have responsibilities… 
Jin‟s father: More important than your wife? 
Jin: Her father wants me to deliver watches to his associates in Sydney and Los Angles.  
Jin‟s father: Then let that be the last thing you do for him, then walk away. Don‟t come 
back. [Don‟t do it again.] Go to America save your marriage.  
Present scene. 
Jin approaches to Sun but his wounded hand bothers him.  
Jin: It‟s too late.  
Jin goes out.  
Sun cries and covers her mouth with left hand showing marriage ring.  
Jin walks away, behind his back Sun is crying.  
 
40:05-40:24 
Jin brings some bamboo trees to Michael.  
Jin: Boat.  
Nods each other.  
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40:50-41:32 
Sun goes to the beach with covering her body. (during sunsets) She takes off the towel 
and walks to the sea with bikini. Water seems cold, but she likes it. Sun smiles.  
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APPENDIX C 

INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS 

 

Sung-keun Song is the head producer of film/animation team at KBS. He deals with all  
 kinds of foreign programs importation.  

Won-suk Suh is the dubbing producer of Lost.  

Jae Kang Lee is the translator of Lost. Also he is a member of NAVER fan café. 

Jong huk Park is a manager of Yunjin Kim.  

Ho Sup Won is the voice actor of Hurley. 

Jae Hoon Jung is a manager of DAUM fan café. He is middle school student.  

Il Kung Uh is a manager of NAVER fan café. His job is related to broadcasting system.  
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APPENDIX D 

CONSENT FORM 

 
Name: Hyo Jin Kim 
Title: Lost Cultural Value: The perceptions of Sun and Jin among American and Korean 
viewers. 
 
I. Rationale 
 Lost is a television show airing on ABC in the United States. On Lost, there is 
Korean Couple Sun and Jin. I am interested in the portrayal of Korean American on the 
Lost. I argue the perceptions of Korean couples among American and Korean viewers are 
different. Therefore, I want to conduct interviews and surveys to explore how each group 
(Koreans and Americans) responds to this couple.  
 
II. Subjects 
 Subjects will be primarily consisting of undergraduate students and graduate 
students in Texas Tech and South Korea. Also, I will interview the age between 20s and 
30s career women in South Korea and the U.S. In addition, I will try to interview the 
producer of the program and the person who in charge of the network which broadcasts 

Lost in South Korea. The message board will be used for textual analysis.  
 
III. Procedure 

I will do the research (interviews and surveys) on South Korean participants 
during the summer (ideally) and then Texas Tech students will interviewed and surveyed 
during fall semester. I will contact participants via email mail and/or phone calls. I will 
start with my friends and I will use snowball sampling with them (sampling by 
recruitment). To recruit undergraduate and graduate students in South Korea, I will 
contact a professor at Chonbuk National University. I will ask several of the professors in 
Chonbuk National University and Texas Tech to administer surveys to their classes. I will 
use e-mail and phone call to interview the producer and network managers.  

 
The interview guide and survey questionnaire are included in this packet. During 

the interview, it should be mentioned, participants may bring up topics that the researcher 
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did not anticipate, so there may be additional areas discussed that are not addressed in the 
interview guide. 
 
Consent Form 

 
I am asking you to be a subject in a research study called “Lost Cultural Value: The 
perceptions of Sun and Jin among American and Korean viewers.” Dr. Amanda Hall 
Gallagher of the College of Mass Communication at Texas Tech is in charge of the study. 
Her phone number is 806-742-6400 ext. 250. Also Hyo Jin Kim, who is a graduate 
student of College of Mass Communication at Texas Tech, is responsible for carrying out 
the procedures for the study. Her e-mail address is hj.kim@ttu.edu. 
 
The purpose of this study is to see how American and Korean audiences react to the 
Korean couple on the Lost. If you agree to be a participant, I will give you a survey 
and/or ask you to participate in an interview. While it is helpful for us if everyone 
answers all the questions, if you don‟t want to answer the question, you can skip it. There 
are no benefits to participating in this study. No one can force to you to do it and you 
won‟t lose anything if you don‟t participate in the study. You can also leave the study at 
any time without penalty.  
 
Please check here if you wish to participate in the survey. _______ There are 15 
questions in this survey. It will take you about 15 minutes to finish the survey.  
 
Please check here if you wish to participate in the interview. _____ There are about 10 
questions for the interview. It will take you about 40 minutes to complete the interview.  
 
No one but Dr. Gallagher and Hyo Jin Kim will see your answers. We will be kept in a 
locked file. Your answers will be put into a password protected computer and a 
pseudonym to protect your identity will be assigned.  
 
For questions about your rights as a subject or about injuries caused by this research, 
contact the Texas Tech University Institutional Review Board for the Protection of 
Human Subjects, Office of Research Services, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 
79409. Or you can call (806) 742-3884.  
 

mailto:hj.kim@ttu.edu
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If you sign this sheet, it means that you read this form and that all of your questions were 
answered. 
 
 
 
                                                                           
Signature of Subject                                           Date 
 
 
This consent form is not valid after December 30, 2006. 
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These are the questions for the interviews. The participants are in their 20s and 30s and 
consist of a combination of students and career women in South Korea and in the U.S. 
Part A are for the South Korea interviewees and Part B is for the U.S. interviewees. 
 
Part A: Korean Participants 

 
1. Have you ever seen Lost? 

 
2. When you first see Jin and Sun, how did you feel? 

 
3. Do you think Jin and Sun represent Korean as well? 

 
4. If you do why? If you don‟t, why? 

 
5. How would you describe Jin?  

 
6. What do you think about Sun? 

 
7. If you had a chance to talk to producer, what would you tell them? 
 
8. What are your impressions of the American culture based on what you

 have seen in the show? How do you feel about its representations of 
the Korean culture? 

 
Part B: US Participants 

 

1. Have you ever seen Lost? 
 

2. When you first see Jin and Sun, did you figure out their nationality? 
 

3. Have you ever been exposed to the Korean culture? If so, where? Wha
t are your your impressions? 

 
4. Do you notice some differences between Korean culture and other Asia

n culture after watching Lost? 
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5. What are your impressions of the Korean couple?  

 
6. What do you think about Jin? (Why?) 

 
7. What do you think about Sun? (Why?) 
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This is the interview guide for the producer of Lost and broadcast manager of Lost in 
Korea Broadcasting System (KBS). The interview will be conducted by e-mail or phone 
call. 
 
Interview guide for the producer of Lost 

Why did he choose to include Korean couple on Lost instead of other cultures?  
 
How does he get information about Korean culture? How did he handle character and 
storyline development regarding these characters? 
 
What does he want the audience to gain from these characters on the show?  
 
 
Interview guide for the broadcast manager of Lost in Korea Broadcasting 

System(KBS) 

 

Why KBS decide to broadcast Lost? 
 
Ask about the scheduling of the show in its current timeslot (weekend afternoons). 
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